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The House met at 0900.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Let us pray.
Prayers / Prières.
ORDERS OF THE DAY
ANTI-ASIAN RACISM EDUCATION
MONTH ACT, 2021
LOI DE 2021 SUR LE MOIS
DE SENSIBILISATION AU RACISME
ANTI-ASIATIQUE
Mr. Ke moved third reading of the following bill:
Bill 34, An Act to proclaim May as Anti-Asian Racism
Education Month / Projet de loi 34, Loi proclamant le mois
de mai Mois de sensibilisation au racisme anti-asiatique.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I’ll recognize the
member for Don Valley North to lead off the debate.
Mr. Vincent Ke: I’m honoured to have the privilege to
present third reading of my private member’s bill, Bill 34,
Anti-Asian Racism Education Month in May. Speaker,
from the bottom of my heart, I want to say thank you to all
my colleagues for your tremendous support.
Ontario is often the leader when striving to set a basic
course of action for others to follow. I’m proud to accept
the responsibility to contribute to our combined efforts to
inspire significant social change—change that promises to
shine a light on the social inequities and the injustices that
cause innocent people harm through no fault of their own.
I have witnessed the trauma of anti-Asian racism
myself. One of my close friends, Yi Mao, a community
leader and a strong woman, is also a victim of anti-Asian
racism. Recently, she was jogging on a track field in her
neighborhood. She was terrified when a medium-sized,
unleashed dog ran around her. She approached the owner,
asking him to put his dog on a leash. The owner expressed
racist remarks and punched her twice while the dog was
running and jumping around her. She was totally traumatized, shaking and experienced headaches even weeks
after the incident.
From a regular review of social media comments, I
understand that many Asian people feel unsafe living in
the city. This is how much anti-Asian racism hurts victims
and damages our communities. I strongly believe that Bill
34 will encourage open communication on the sensitive
topic of racism. Education is the key that will unlock the
doors and open them wide to discover the pathway that
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will guide us to mutual respect, understanding and empathy.
Speaker, I want to express my sincere appreciation for
the attention and consideration that Bill 34 has received. I
believe wholeheartedly that it will be the beginning of
stopping the turbulent tide of anti-Asian racism in our
midst. Racism starts with attacking our differences; we
will end racism by celebrating our diversity.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: I’m pleased to rise in the
House today to speak in support of this bill, Anti-Asian
Racism Education Month. I know that every single member of this Legislature who is of Asian heritage has multiple stories of anti-Asian racism that they have faced—
before they were elected, and after being elected into
office as well. I’m sure, like me, they have received
emails, letters, social media messages and phone messages
filled with discrimination and hatred.
Sometimes it’s a bit more subtle. I remember facing
microaggressions even before I first ran for office, with
my ability to do the job called into question. I knew that
this had nothing to do with my actual character, and I knew
that despite my experience, qualifications and skills, I was
being judged because of systemic biases about Asians,
particularly Asian women. And then there are times where
it’s blatant. One individual who called my constituency
office left endless messages rife with vile and hateful
words—sorry; I also haven’t slept, because my baby is
going through sleep regression—with horrible, racist
accusations. They’ve left so many disturbing messages
that the voice mailbox ran out of space several days. I
recall another person who created multiple social media
accounts to harass me over and over again, with accusations based on my Tibetan heritage.
Despite incidents like this, being elected and having the
privilege to be here in this House means we have an
opportunity to do something about it, and this is what the
bill aims to do. To be clear, Speaker, every time I speak
out, racist attacks increase in the media or online. No
elected representative should have to dread speaking out,
but we know that in doing so it will bring a torrent of racist
abuse. No member in the Legislature should worry about
how much strain it will put on their mental health, on their
family’s well-being, merely for speaking about these
things. And, yet, that worry never escapes us.
But it is important to speak out, and to be proud of our
identity as people of Asian heritage; to represent, to not
just speak our truth and our lived experience, but to be an
active part of taking action against it.
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Speaker, we all know that anti-Asian racism is not new,
but it did reach new heights during the pandemic. Since
the pandemic began, Ontarians of Asian heritage have
experienced a dramatic increase in racist attacks, from
verbal abuse to online harassment to physical assault. I’ve
spoken before in this House about a handful of specific
attacks. I mentioned a young Asian man who had an egg
thrown at him as he left to work—not very far from
Queen’s Park. Another Asian woman was shouted at and
called “corona” as she crossed the street on Bloor. Another
was harassed on the TTC and told to go back where she
came from. These attacks happened to people I personally
know and love. They are our friends, our families, our
neighbours, our community members.
0910

Speaker, people of Asian heritage face these types of
aggression every day, but we shouldn’t have to. We should
never have to, and yet these attacks are not isolated incidents. They’re symptoms of systemic racism that Canadians of Asian heritage have faced for generations. This
racism is an inextricable part of our country’s history.
Over 130 years ago, after approximately 600 Chinese
workers died building the Canadian Pacific Railway, Canada brought in the Chinese head tax to restrict immigration
from China. One hundred and seven years ago, Canada
denied entry and forced the return of the Komagata Maru,
which proved to be tragic. And 80 years ago, the Canadian
government detained and dispossessed more than 90% of
Japanese Canadians in internment camps. And it wasn’t
until 1967 that Canada removed immigration restrictions
on the basis of race that kept people of Asian descent out
of this country. That was only 54 years ago, Speaker.
Many in this chamber were alive for that.
We cannot forget this racist history, and we cannot
allow racism of any form against anyone. We cannot be
silent on anti-Asian racism. We have been silent on antiAsian racism for far too long. Silence is no longer an
option, and so I call on all of my colleagues and everyone
to speak up against anti-Asian racism.
I’m proud to support this bill. Education is vital in
addressing and combatting racism and discrimination
against Canadians of Asian heritage in Ontario. And later
today, I will be tabling a bill on this issue as well, which
will call for May 10 to be declared a day of remembrance
and action against anti-Asian racism. Because while education should be one tool in Ontario’s anti-racism tool box,
I think it’s important to acknowledge the trauma and abuse
that has already been endured by generations of Canadians
of Asian heritage in this province and have a strategy to
address this issue at the provincial level.
We cannot oppose anti-Asian racism without acknowledging our past, without listening to the Asian community
and validating their experiences, and without the appropriate resources to dismantle systemic discrimination that
hurts so many of us.
Speaker, this bill is a step in the right direction, but I
hope that it doesn’t stop here and that this government
continues to work across party lines to address this issue.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
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Hon. Paul Calandra: That is certainly a difficult and
challenging speech to follow. But in very many ways, I
think people who may be watching this today should note
that whilst the members who speak to this speak passionately about it, and while they may be upset about it, this is
actually a remarkable day because not only are they
prepared to fight back—their passion and disappointment,
more than anything, that we have to still be talking about
bills like this at this particular time. But I want to thank the
member for Don Valley North, the member for Parkdale–
High Park and a number of other members who have been
seized with bringing something like this forward.
There has been a lot of work that has been done across
party lines, as the members have talked about, and it is
incumbent on all of us, obviously, to do something about
this. All of our communities—I know my community, in
particular, of Markham–Stouffville has been enriched by
the many members from many different Asian communities across our community and they have meant so much
to helping us make my home town of Stouffville and
Markham so much better than it was before.
There are some people, when you talk to them, who
don’t understand how this can hurt—and anybody who
watches these speeches today, again I would say,
shouldn’t be under the illusion that their ugly words are
changing our resolve, because today is a day that we
continue to fight back. I must say, I did speak to somebody, and the comment to me was that, “Oh, everybody
goes through this. You know, I’m sure as an Italian
Canadian, you went through this. And then, you know, at
other points in time it’s other communities that go through
it.” But that’s the whole point: We shouldn’t be going
through this anymore in this province.
I’m going to be deliberately short, Speaker, because I
know there are other people who want to speak to it, but I
want to sincerely thank the member for Don Valley North
and I want to thank the member for Parkdale–High Park
and all the other members who are going to speak to this
motion today. It is overdue. We will continue our fight to
ensure that nobody has to go through what the member for
Parkdale–High Park has gone through, what the member
for Don Valley North has been fighting for ever since he
got elected to this place. And if I can say a special thankyou to the member for Don Valley North, who in a very
short period of time has done so much not only on a
personal level but to represent his community, Madam
Speaker.
So thank you for the opportunity to say a few words.
And thank you to the member for Parkdale–High Park for
bringing to the floor her very real experiences and for
letting everybody know that we won’t be shut up in this
place just because people leave nasty messages on our
machines or confront us in public. We’ll take steps to
make sure that it stops and that it never happens again.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French):
Further debate?
Mr. Aris Babikian: Good morning, Madam Speaker.
It is my great pleasure to participate in the third reading of
Bill 34, An Act to proclaim May as Anti-Asian Racism
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Education Month. I would like to congratulate my Don
Valley North colleague on this important initiative he
tabled at this House.
Regrettably, no society is immune to the scourge of
racism and hate. You just need a demagogue to mobilize
society and turn one against another. In the last 20 months,
we have heard of and witnessed increased acts of racism
against our Asian neighbours and friends; unfortunately,
the COVID pandemic exacerbated this phenomenon, especially against the Chinese community. The anti-Asian
bigotry, hatred and prejudice are alien to our society. They
contradict Canadian values and beliefs. The perpetrators
of these crimes do not represent Canadians or Ontarians.
My riding of Scarborough–Agincourt comprises a diverse society that enriches our daily lives. Over 55% of
residents are of South Asian descent. I have heard from so
many of them and listened to the humiliation and prejudice
to which they have been subjected in their schools,
businesses and neighbourhoods. To express my indignation and abhorrence against these acts, I have participated in press conferences and community events. I have
done so to sensitize the public about these heinous incidents and to condemn them. To eliminate such unacceptable acts, 17 Asian and Canadian organizations came
together and launched the Stronger Together coalition. I
was there to launch the coalition.
Madam Speaker, it is our duty to condemn these deeds
by a tiny minority and educate future generations of the
catastrophic result of prejudice, xenophobia and hatred.
By doing so, we will be able to highlight the many contributions of Chinese and other South Asian citizens made to
our province and country. Their sacrifices and hard work
to make our province a better place for all go back to 1788.
Furthermore, they were vital in building the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Since then, they have helped us build
Canada into what it is: the best country in the world.
0920

Madam Speaker, education is essential to build an
inclusive, harmonious and just society. Bill 34 will provide future generations of Ontarians the opportunity to
learn about the productive nature of our Asian neighbours
and their achievements in making Canada a leading nation
and the envy of everyone. I encourage everyone to vote in
favour of this indispensable bill.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
Hon. Michael A. Tibollo: Good morning, Madam
Speaker. While it gives me great pleasure to rise to speak
about this issue, it also is disheartening that we still have
to discuss these issues in the 21st century. As the minister
responsible for mental health and addictions, I constantly
have to deal with issues that relate to people’s mental
health. Of course, what underlies people’s mental health?
It’s the ability for them to live and to be able to enjoy all
the benefits of the society we live in.
One of the things that is extremely important to me is
to ensure that the type of services we deliver in the province to the people of the province are services that are
culturally appropriate and culturally sensitive to the needs
of each of the groups that make up our great province.
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Prior to coming to government, one of the things that I
used to do a great deal was work with different cultural
groups to try to understand the different cultures, not from
the standpoint of how we’re different, but in fact how
we’re really very similar and just perhaps do things a little
differently. I used to refer to it back then as the collective
cultural conscience of the province of Ontario.
What makes us unique, not just as a province but also
as a country, is the fact that we celebrate who each of us
are, and we celebrate together. That kind of celebratory
activity that takes place is extremely important to ensure
that all of us fulfill whatever our dream is in this great
province of Ontario. So when I listen to the speakers this
morning, it’s disheartening to hear that, and I certainly
support, from the standpoint of mental health, the passage
of this bill.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate? Further debate?
Pursuant to the order of the House dated December 6,
2021, I am now required to put the question.
Mr. Ke has moved third reading of Bill 34, An Act to
proclaim May as Anti-Asian Racism Education Month. Is
it the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? I declare
the motion carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
ENDOMETRIOSIS AWARENESS
MONTH ACT, 2021
LOI DE 2021 SUR LE MOIS
DE SENSIBILISATION
À L’ENDOMÉTRIOSE
Ms. Stiles moved third reading of the following bill:
Bill 58, An Act to proclaim March as Endometriosis
Awareness Month / Projet de loi 58, Loi proclamant le
mois de mars Mois de sensibilisation à l’endométriose.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): I turn
to the member from Davenport.
Ms. Marit Stiles: It’s an exciting day, I know, for a lot
of us: both the end of this session, heading into the
holidays, and a really wonderful opportunity. I’ve got to
say, what a gift to so many across this province who suffer
from endometriosis that we could have this opportunity
today to hopefully pass this important legislation. I want
to start by saying that I will be splitting my time with my
colleagues on this side.
It was just such a pleasure last week to see this bill
brought forward for debate. The bill seeks to make March
Endometriosis Awareness Month in the province of Ontario. I have to say, I introduced this bill a couple of years
ago with the member from Toronto Centre, MPP Suze
Morrison, who I want to thank very much for her support
of this bill. Originally, in the last session, it died on
prorogation, and maybe that was just as well, because here
we are. We actually have an opportunity to pass the bill
and then, come next March, we will be able to use the
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opportunity to spread awareness and information and
education around endometriosis in this province.
Right off the top, what I really want to do today here
for third reading is to thank again the Endometriosis Network Canada, EndoAct, Change for Endometriosis Ontario, folks like Katie Luciani, Philippa Bridge-Cook and
all the endo warriors—that’s what they call themselves—
out there, as well as those in the medical community.
There are many, but I’ll name a few: Dr. Sony Singh, Dr.
Catherine Allaire, Dr. Ally Murji and others.
I also want to thank MPP Robin Martin, who had
spoken last week in the debate on this bill.
I want to say for all of those who speak about this,
particularly those who have had experiences with endometriosis: It’s not easy. It’s not easy to talk about what
makes us different, also as people who menstruate, particularly as women but also as gender-non-binary and trans
people who suffer from endometriosis. Talking about
these issues has been full of shame and stigma for so many
years. It’s one of the reasons why a disease like this kind
of flies under the radar. I’ve had so many people approach
me in the last week, even just within this chamber, and say,
“I had no idea how many people suffered.” It’s one in 10,
actually, and that’s probably a low estimate because so
many more people don’t ever get diagnosed.
That’s why awareness months like this are so very
important, because we have an opportunity to spread
awareness and education. But we also have to commit,
Madam Speaker, through this bill—I’m hoping that this
will lead to a dialogue with government to ensure that we
can have better education in our schools, more resources,
more research and ultimately a provincial action plan on
endometriosis.
I want to wrap up very quickly by sharing some words
from Philippa Bridge-Cook, who is the board chair of
Endometriosis Action Canada, because I think she sums it
up very well. I do want to, again, acknowledge all of those
people who have worked so hard to gain awareness around
this issue—and see this as a real triumph, I have to say.
She says, “Many people with endometriosis have long
delays in getting diagnosed and difficulty accessing effective treatment because of lack of awareness and understanding of the disease. The passage of Bill 58 to proclaim
March as Endometriosis Awareness Month will help raise
much-needed awareness of this disease and is an important
step towards raising societal awareness of the devastating
disease. Awareness is the first step to creating change and
improving the lives of patients suffering from endometriosis.”
I wish her well. I thank all those endo warriors out
there. Thank you very much. I hope that we have the support of all members of this chamber.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
Ms. Natalia Kusendova: Good morning, everyone. It
is a great honour for me to rise in this House to speak to
Bill 58, a bill to proclaim the month of March as Endometriosis Awareness Month in the province of Ontario. As
a nurse, I know the value of raising awareness of this
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common disease, and I am happy to note the support this
is receiving from our government. I’d like to thank the
members opposite for their work in drafting this piece of
legislation. I am always in support of working alongside
the opposition when opportunities present themselves.
Speaker, endometriosis is a disease where tissue similar
to the lining of the uterus grows outside of the uterus,
leading to pain and sometimes infertility for those suffering from it. The spread of this tissue causes a chronic
inflammatory reaction that can result in the formation of
scar tissue. While many of us might not know what this
disease is, it is a disease that affects many around the
world. According to the World Health Organization, endometriosis affects roughly 10% of reproductive-age women
and girls globally, which is a figure of around 190 million
people, and it tragically can begin at quite a young age.
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But as the member for Davenport mentioned during
second reading of this bill, there is a pressing issue
surrounding how many women do not get diagnosed for
this disease due to the stigma that surrounds menstruation.
Tragically, this means that many women right here in
Ontario are not getting the assistance from care providers
to treat the symptoms of this painful disease because of
shame and because of fear. And there are immense costs
imposed by endometriosis that follow from this.
It is costly for sufferers who have a lessened quality of
life due to chronic pain; it is costly for sufferers who have
to withdraw their focus from their studies in school due to
their chronic pain, meaning that their educational experience is now impacted; and it is costly for sufferers who
have their work life impacted by this debilitating pain,
leading to a poor work-life balance and losses for Ontario’s economy. As the member for Davenport mentioned
in her remarks during second reading, these costs can
actually be quantified.
Research shows that endometriosis costs the Canadian
economy at least $1.8 billion every year due to the impact
of painful symptoms that hinder sufferers in their daily
lives. Tragically, some sufferers choose to leave their
schooling and leave their jobs because the pain that they
experience is too severe. And while those with a diagnosis
can get treatment that helps to alleviate these terrible
symptoms, those who are resigned to suffering in silence
have no ability to lessen the pain.
Knowing all of this, it becomes clear why action on this
disease is so immediately necessary. Endometriosis
Awareness Month would serve many uses in helping
sufferers and non-sufferers alike. Most importantly, it
would also do as the name suggests: raise awareness for
this disease that affects many women and girls around the
world but does not receive the amount of attention it
should warrant, because women’s health is health.
The World Health Organization specifically states,
“There is a need for more research and awareness raising
around the world to ensure effective prevention, early
diagnosis, and improved management of the disease.”
When sufferers are afraid to seek important medical
attention due to fear or shame or embarrassment, this is a
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medical tragedy. It prevents our medical professionals,
especially our male medical professionals, from offering
the support and treatment that they have the expertise to
provide to sufferers. When sufferers cannot access treatment that manages the disease and alleviates symptoms, it
means that the disease can be allowed to worsen in the
body, leading to worse health outcomes, not only physical
health, but also mental health. This could mean that sufferers develop fertility issues, painful pregnancies and
very serious conditions, including the possibility of having
a stroke.
It is also important to mention the mental health impacts that suffering from endometriosis in silence can have
on those with the disease. When a person has an ailment
that they feel cannot be talked about, they suffer in silence.
They feel isolated. They feel different. They feel that no
one can relate to the symptoms. They feel that they will be
judged by their condition.
By raising awareness, we are saying to sufferers that
you are not alone, help is available, and it is not taboo to
put your medical needs first or to talk about
menstruation—even in this House. By starting a dialogue,
by doing away with these stigmas, we are promoting better
health outcomes and better quality of life for those with
endometriosis.
As a nurse, I cannot emphasize enough how all medical
journeys begin with a single step: the decision to get the
health care that one needs. When societal norms stand in
the way of individuals deciding to seek care in the first
place, it is something we must all commit ourselves to
work towards fixing. By empowering those with this
disease to get treatment, we are also supporting our health
care professionals, who want nothing more than to help
Ontarians put their health first. Our health care system is
here for Ontarians and this government will always be
committed to the health and well-being of patients and
providers alike.
I am proud to have had a chance to speak in support of
this bill today. I know that it will make an important
difference for those currently suffering from endometriosis. I’d like to once again offer my appreciation to the
member for Davenport and to the member for Toronto
Centre for working together to put this important legislation forward, and also for having the courage to speak
about an issue that might not be comfortable to everyone
in this House. I really commend that honesty and the
courage to bring this forward.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
Ms. Jill Andrew: Thank you to the members from
Davenport and Toronto Centre for putting forward this
legislation calling for March to be the endometriosis
month of awareness. I stand here today as the critic for
women’s issues of the official opposition, and I support
this bill.
Not all who menstruate are women, and not all women
menstruate. This piece of legislation is a step forward for
all people who menstruate, and this includes transgender,
non-conforming and non-binary community members,
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who, like BIPOC members, have long histories of experiencing inequity and discrimination in our health care
system.
Recognizing endometriosis month in this province is an
important step towards menstrual education. It’s also the
start of talking about other menstrual-related conditions,
including fibromyalgia and menopause, and their physical,
mental and economic impacts. It has been documented that
Black people, for instance, who menstruate are disproportionately impacted by endometriosis and fibromyalgia
than, say, white persons who menstruate, and that increased body pain and tenderness are associated with
decreased socio-economic status.
Menstruation impacts many people in our
communities—over 50%, at that—yet it is still shrouded
in secrecy, embarrassment and stigma. Endometriosis can
impact many parts of the body, not only the reproductive
system, yet it remains under-researched. In fact, in the past
20 years, only $7 million has gone to endometriosis
research.
People suffering from endometriosis need targeted
treatment that recognizes the distinct nature of their pain—
the debilitating nature of that pain—and there shouldn’t be
a hefty price tag attached. One reportedly researched
treatment is called a TENS machine. Though not specific
to period pain, it has been marketed more recently for it.
However, the price is supposedly around $150 to $200 for
this machine. By contrast, when they’re marketed to men
as muscle pain relief, the cost is around $30 to $40.
Speaker, women and other people who menstruate
should not be price-gouged to treat this often debilitating
condition. People managing menopause shouldn’t be paying for hormone replacement therapy. The “pink tax”
differential treatment is systemic discrimination rooted in
patriarchy and medical sexism. Paid sick days, for instance, would be a crucial tool to help workers heal: those
who are menstruating, those who are missing work, missing income because of endometriosis. Living with endometriosis should not mean that you’re losing income.
People dealing with endometriosis should not have to
deal with sexist labels like “PMSing.” They need support
through responsive, culturally relevant, and gender identity and expression-inclusive care. Toronto Youth Cabinet,
the Period Purse, YWCA Ontario, OSSTF, OECTA and
ETFO are just a few of the student, community and unions
that have spoken out on period poverty and have spoken
out against medical sexism.
Youth at Bleed the North are fighting to end period
poverty and period stigma through curriculum reform. I
had the pleasure of meeting them recently for National
Period Day. Since starting in 2020, this youth-led organization has supplied over 50,000 period products across this
province.
I am really, really honoured to be standing in support of
this bill; of any bill that is absolutely going to put equity
and inclusivity at the centre and ensure that everyone who
needs access to health care can get that, irrespective of
their race, of their class, of their gender identity or their
expression.
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The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
Ms. Suze Morrison: It’s an absolute pleasure to rise
and speak to the third reading of Bill 58, which is a bill to
proclaim March as Endometriosis Awareness Month. I
want to start by thanking my amazing colleague for
Davenport for bringing this bill forward and for being able
to work on it together when we first tabled this bill two
years ago. It was an absolute pleasure to work with you.
Speaker, endometriosis is a disease experienced by one
in 10 menstruators of reproductive age. This includes
women, trans and non-binary people. I think it’s really
important to remember, when we do this work, that we are
being inclusive of gender-diverse and gender non-conforming folks. There are many trans men and non-binary
people who have uteruses, who menstruate and who
cannot be excluded from really important conversations on
reproductive health. So I do want to say that.
Speaker, endometriosis causes extreme pelvic pain and
nausea. It can lead to infertility. It often goes undiagnosed,
often because of the stigma associated with menstruation
and the shame of that, leaving those who suffer to often
suffer in silence.
Endometriosis is a complex disease. It affects one in 10
menstruators in Canada and over a million people across
this country. It’s a condition where the tissue that normally
lines your uterus—the endometrial tissue, the
endometrium—grows outside of your uterus, and these
tissues have been found implanted all over the body. In
fact, it’s most commonly found in ovaries, fallopian tubes
and the lining of your pelvis, but it’s been found in every
single organ in the body, which can often lead to issues
that involve incredibly specialized medical care that can
be incredibly difficult to access across multiple specialties.
I spoke with one endo warrior as we were working on
this bill, I believe about a year, year and a half ago, and
she shared with me that she had endometriosis in her chest,
in the sac around her heart; and how complicated that was
to treat because her endometriosis surgeon didn’t have the
specialization needed to actually access the cavity in her
heart, so she required a cardiothoracic surgeon who didn’t
have the specialization to be able to recognize and remove
the endometrial tissue when he found it. They had to
basically have a co-led surgery between two very, very
specialized surgical fields and get those two surgeons
working hand in hand during the same procedure to
remove that endometrial tissue from the sac around her
heart.
It has been found in every single organ in the body; as
she mentioned recently, someone had found the tissue in
the skin. So it’s not just a reproductive health issue.
Endometriosis affects your entire body and can cause debilitating lifelong pain. It’s not just a case of bad cramps.
Speaker, I also want to share a letter I received from a
constituent of mine named Lulu. Lulu says:
“When I was 17, I got my first surgery for endometriosis during which the doctor was more focused on
my future fertility than how much pain I was living in.
“The surgeon left a spot of endometriosis in me ...
rather than removing it because there was a slim chance of
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affecting my future ability to get pregnant, even though I
had begged for all of the endometriosis to be taken out and
explained that I didn’t want kids.
“It took almost 10 years to see a doctor after that who
actually believed how bad it hurt. Now I’ve been on
medication for the last three years that costs $330 a month.
Some months I haven’t had the money and I’ve gone
without, in pain.
“The medication changes my entire hormonal system,
and it’s slowly degrading my bone density, but it’s the
only option I have to live a life of any kind of quality. I
need surgery desperately, but when I finally got on a waitlist, that list was nearly two years long.
“Because the government didn’t adequately address the
COVID pandemic, that wait-list has gotten two years
longer. Two more years of taking a medication that causes
harm just to avoid debilitating pain.
“The province needs to step up funding for all medications required for folks with endometriosis to live our
lives....”
Speaker, again, that was a quote from Lulu.
I strongly encourage all members of this House to
support this bill.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate? Further debate?
Pursuant to the order of the House dated December 6,
2021, I’m now required to put the question.
Ms. Stiles has moved third reading of Bill 58, An Act
to proclaim March as Endometriosis Awareness Month.
Is it the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? I
declare the motion carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): I
recognize the deputy government House leader.
Mr. Michael Parsa: Speaker, no further business.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): There
being no further business, this House stands in recess until
10:15.
The House recessed from 0944 to 1015.
MEMBERS’ STATEMENTS
GOVERNMENT SERVICES
Mr. Wayne Gates: I’m always pleased to rise in the
House to discuss issues facing my riding of Niagara Falls,
Niagara-on-the-Lake and Fort Erie.
ServiceOntario in Niagara Falls is understaffed and
overwhelmed. Seniors, residents living with disabilities,
people without a computer and people new to our province
are standing in line, 30 to 40 people outside in the cold,
often for hours. If you drive past the ServiceOntario
location on Thorold Stone Road, you can see folks quite
literally lined up around the corner in wind, snow and all
sorts of conditions. My office has received many calls and
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emails from frustrated residents. The situation has become
so bad that we recently received a report of a neighbour
opening their home to allow seniors, who were waiting in
line to renew their health cards, to go to the bathroom
while they wait.
Wages are inadequate in privately run facilities, with
new employees only making $16 an hour and experienced
employees, with multiple years of seniority, only making
$18 an hour. In a publicly run facility, they make $24 an
hour with benefits. The funding agreements for these
ServiceOntario locations are, quite frankly, broken. As
this government well knows, many of our ServiceOntario
locations were privatized in the 1990s by the Conservative
government before this one. It was a bad deal then, and it’s
a bad deal now.
Residents in every community across the province
deserve high-quality, timely and accessible government
services, especially when it comes to something as important as renewing our health cards or registering our child’s
birth. We need action. We need help. And we can’t continue to ignore issues like these that affect people every
day in our communities across the province of Ontario. It’s
unacceptable, and it must change.
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS DAY
Mr. Michael Parsa: Tomorrow is human rights day.
It’s a day where we dedicate and stand in solidarity with
all those around the world who continue to face persecution due to their personal, political or religious beliefs.
All of us as global citizens have an obligation to do more
and stand up for those who are unable to.
Speaker, this year’s theme focuses on equality, which
means that we’re all born equal and free in both dignity
and in rights. And although this seems like a universal
concept that should apply to everyone, as many of you
here in the Legislature and those watching at home know,
that isn’t always the case. Every year, I am fortunate
enough to participate in an event hosted by the International Centre for Human Rights and have the opportunity to
speak with the director, Ardeshir Zarezadeh, on the work
that he and his colleagues are doing here locally and in Iran
in the Middle East.
I want to thank Salman Sima and countless others who
dedicate hours of their time to helping people as far away
as those in the Middle East. They step up and go above
and beyond and try their very best to help people where
their basic rights are taken away from them. Speaker, the
work of such individuals and organizations are proof that
we can all do more. And as Ontarians, we can do better
and we must do better.
Nobody, and I mean absolutely nobody, should ever
have to live through human rights injustices or face inequality. Over the holidays, please take a moment to
reflect on these issues and lend a helping hand when
possible.
And with that, Speaker, I do want to end on a positive
note. To all my colleagues in the Legislature and everyone
at home, I hope that you get to spend some time with your
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families and loved ones over the holidays, and I look
forward to our return in the new year. Merry Christmas,
happy Hanukkah and happy holidays.
NORTHERN ONTARIO
NORD DE L’ONTARIO
me
M France Gélinas: Speaker, I thought I would share
my wish list with you.
All I want for Christmas is a full-time nurse practitioner
for the nursing station in Foleyet and one in Gogama.
I want a settlement of community boundaries for Mattagami and Wahnapitae First Nations within a year—not
decades.
I want for the students of Gogama to be able to go to
school in their community. Busing 10- and 11-year-old
kids for three hours a day is just too hard on them.
I want the numerous power outages in Gogama to be
fixed. There were 58 of them last year, lasting 248 hours.
I want Highway 144 at Marina Road to be made safe.
I want the proposal for a long-term-care home in
Capreol to be funded.
I want LifeLabs to stop leaving frail, elderly people
outside in minus-20-degree weather at the Azilda and Val
Caron sites.
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I want the residents of Cartier, Dowling, Onaping,
Levack and throughout Nickel Belt to have home care
services, finally.
I want the Beaver Lake welcome centre on Highway 17
to stay open.
I want the old gold mine site on Long Lake to be
cleaned up.
I want Laurentian to collaborate with the AG.
Je veux que l’Université de Sudbury devienne une
université franco pour, par et avec les francophones.
Je veux que les modèles de petites maisons de soins de
longue durée deviennent viables pour les communautés
comme Alban.
I want fast, affordable, reliable Internet.
I want 911 everywhere in Nickel Belt.
I want gas prices to be regulated.
I want Highway 69 to be four lanes.
I want all of our roads to be better maintained in the
winter.
And I want to wish everyone a merry Christmas and a
happy new year.
Joyeux Noël. Bonne et heureuse année, tout le monde.
LACROSSE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Mr. Dave Smith: I’ve had the opportunity to rise in this
House on a number of occasions to wax poetically about
some of the great things that have come from my riding
that I often refer to as God’s country.
As we head in to 2022, my community will be celebrating an amazing success story that will be entering its
150th year. In the spring of 1872, the very first organized
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game of lacrosse arrived in Peterborough. Not even with
the storied history of the world famous Peterborough Petes
has any sport come close to the success that Peterborough
has had in lacrosse. In the modern era, since the Mann Cup
has been awarded as the national championship for senior
box lacrosse and the Minto Cup has been awarded for the
national junior box lacrosse championship, Peterborough
holds the record for the most national championships, with
an awe-inspiring 29.
Speaker, it’s not just the combined total; we actually
have more Minto Cup championships than any other community and more Mann Cup championships than any other
community. Stemming from that first game on Victoria
Day weekend in 1872, the formation of the Peterborough
Red Stockings lacrosse team started the institution that has
become Canada’s de facto lacrosse-player factory.
I invite everyone to come to Peterborough next summer
to celebrate North America’s oldest sport in Canada’s
winningest community. And let’s hope that we’ve seen
COVID far enough in the rear-view mirror so that my boy
Cory Vitarelli will lead the Lakers to complete the almost
unheard of four-peat in a national championship.
TIBET
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: A groundbreaking report by
Tibet Action Institute, titled Separated From Their Families, Hidden From the World, released this week, shone a
light on China’s vast system of colonial boarding schools
inside Tibet.
The Chinese government has separated three out of four
children aged six to 18 from their families, cut them off
from their roots, their language, culture, religion, and subjected them to intense political indoctrination. Children
are being coerced away from their families and communities. Tibetan parents have no choice but to send their
children away because the Chinese government has deliberately shut down local schools, and parents have
reported being threatened with fines and serious punishments when they resisted sending their children away.
Touted by the Chinese government as a means for
providing education to a sparse and far-flung population,
the schools are a cornerstone of an assimilationist agenda
and a systematic effort to co-opt, undermine and ultimately eliminate Tibetan identity in an attempt to neutralize Tibetan resistance to Chinese rule.
The impact of this on Tibetan children and their
families—including psychological and emotional trauma—
and the implications for whole generations of Tibetans and
the long-term survival of the Tibetan identity are grave. It
is imperative that the Canadian government urgently call
on China to halt its implementation of this system in Tibet.
We’ve seen it here in Canada, Speaker, and we cannot
have it repeat anywhere.
COVID-19 RESPONSE
Mr. Roman Baber: Like the saying goes, “Fool me
once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me.” It’s
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the holiday season, but Ontarians got fooled again because
the government is about to steal Christmas.
For more than a year, they were telling us that vaccination is the best and sure way out of the pandemic. But
now, 90% of us are vaccinated, but we’re still on the
naughty list, and public health won’t leave us alone. Three
health units are already back in restrictions. WindsorEssex and Sudbury are back in restrictions. Kingston
FLA—with over 92% first dosed, one of the highest rates
in the world—brought restrictions back. Of course, the
government pretends that it has nothing to do with it. It’s
the local health unit—sure.
Speaker, 90% of us are vaccinated. If we trust the
science and the vaccine is safe and effective, then why the
masks? Why the testing, the tracing, the isolation, the apps
on our phones?
Of course, yesterday, Pfizer said that we need a fourth
shot against the Omicron variant. Don’t act surprised.
Almost all of us are vaccinated. For those that are
unvaccinated, nothing can be done. It’s their choice and
almost all of them, given their age and profile, are highly
unlikely to experience a bad outcome. The best thing the
government can do for Christmas is to leave us alone.
Remember the Britney Spears video? It’s back in the
news. “Leave Britney alone”? Leave Ontarians alone.
Leave us alone. It’s the best thing you can do for our
health.
HALIBURTON COUNTY HUSKIES
Ms. Laurie Scott: I want to recognize a recent and
fantastic addition to Haliburton county, a new Ontario
junior hockey team. Last spring, the Ontario Junior
Hockey League announced one of its 22 franchises would
be relocating to Haliburton county and are now known as
the Haliburton County Huskies.
Hockey is so important to Haliburton county. It’s more
than just a sport when community members rally together
in team colours to cheer on their players, win or lose.
The Haliburton County Huskies have made the brand
new S.G. Nesbitt Memorial Arena in Minden their home
ice. This is a great way to bring our community together
to enjoy a new facility and to spur on the economy.
Haliburton has been home to many hockey and sports
heroes, some featured on Dysart’s mural wall, such as
NHL hockey players Cody Hodgson, Matt Duchene, Ron
Stackhouse and Bernie Nicholls. Former NHL player Walt
McKechnie came to Haliburton almost 40 years ago and
never left. He opened a bar and is now a local councillor
and a legend.
The Huskies continue to do well this season in their
division with hometown boys Ryan Hall and Joe Boice,
along with local players in reserve if they’re needed. The
games are assisted by our very own local fan and voice
Rick Lowes from Moose FM.
If you’re looking for some great hockey and inspiring
community energy, I encourage you to come out to Haliburton county for a game this season.
Hon. Todd Smith: Go, Huskies!
Ms. Laurie Scott: Go, Huskies!
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BRAMPTON NORTH ORGANIZATIONS
Mr. Kevin Yarde: I would like to start off by wishing
everyone here in the chamber a very merry Christmas and
Happy New Year. As this is our final day of this session, I
would like to also use this opportunity to highlight a few
of the great local organizations of Brampton and in
Brampton North.
I want to thank the city of Brampton for all of their great
work in highlighting the multiculturalism of our vibrant
city. I had the pleasure of joining them for the Hindu
Heritage Month flag raising last month and their Social,
Cultural and Economic Empowerment and Anti-Black
Racism Unit’s anti-Black racism conference last week.
A few months ago, I had the pleasure of touring
Embrave and the Knights Table. Embrave is an antiviolence organization providing shelter, counselling and
advocacy supports for women, two-spirit, gender-queer,
trans and non-binary folks and their children experiencing
any form of violence in the region of Peel and beyond. And
Knights Table has served the needs of people dealing with
issues of poverty and homelessness in the Peel region.
They assist everyone, regardless of colour, culture, religion, economic status, gender, sexual orientation or social
condition.
I also want to commend some of the many great local
religious institutions. The Masjid Mubarak has been helping folks throughout the pandemic by hosting vaccine
clinics and food drives. The Heart Lake Baptist Church
has also been hosting food drives and helping at-risk youth
develop life skills.
There are many local organizations I didn’t mention in
Brampton and in Brampton North, and I also would like to
thank them as well.
And what I would like for Christmas, Mr. Speaker, is
lower auto insurance in Brampton, better health care and a
third hospital in Brampton. Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year to everyone.
EVENTS IN SCARBOROUGH–ROUGE
PARK
Mr. Vijay Thanigasalam: My riding of Scarborough–
Rouge Park is full of holiday season celebrations, Christmas celebrations this year. It is certainly that time of the
year, filled with holiday spirit and Ontario spirit to give
back.
In the beginning of this year, Highland Creek Community Association approached me with an ambitious goal of
donating over 500,000 pounds of food. Well, Mr. Speaker,
I’m pleased to say that, right in time for Christmas, we’ll
hit the goal of donating 500,000 pounds of food to the
Daily Bread Food Bank, for a total dollar value of over
$270,000. Thank you to everyone at the Highland Creek
Community Association and Italpasta for their generous
donation.
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This season is all about giving back. This Saturday in
my riding there will be a children’s Christmas giveaway
organized by the Malvern Community Collective Group
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and Voyzant Cares in partnership with GlobalMedic and
the Toronto Black community collective. Kids will be
given Christmas toys to bring a smile on their face.
REPORT, INTEGRITY COMMISSIONER
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I beg to inform the
House that the following document has been tabled: A
report concerning the Honourable Doug Ford, Premier of
Ontario, from the Office of the Integrity Commissioner of
Ontario.
VISITORS
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I am very pleased to
inform the House that page Felicia Pagulayan from
Brampton North is one of today’s page captains, and we
have with us her mother, Diane Pagulayan, and her father,
Russ Pagulayan.
We’re also joined by the parents of another page captain, Alfie Tabachnick, from the riding of Davenport: his
mother, Nadia Sapiro, and his father, Scott Tabachnick.
Welcome to the Legislative Assembly of Ontario. We’re
delighted to have you here.
COVID-19 DEATHS
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
Timiskaming–Cochrane has a point order.
Mr. John Vanthof: I seek unanimous consent for the
House to observe a moment of silence for the 39 Ontarians
who have succumbed to COVID-19 over the course of the
last week.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
Timiskaming–Cochrane is seeking the unanimous consent
of the House to observe a moment’s silence for the 39
Ontarians who have succumbed to COVID-19 over the
course of the last week. Agreed? Agreed.
Members will please rise.
The House observed a moment’s silence.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you. Members may take their seats.
SURGERY DELAY DEATHS
Mr. Roman Baber: Point of order.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
York Centre has a point of order.
Mr. Roman Baber: I seek the House’s unanimous
consent to observe a moment of silence for the 4,000
Canadians that, according to the Canadian Medical Association, have lost their lives because their surgeries were
delayed.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
York Centre is seeking the unanimous consent of the
House for a moment’s silence in memory of the Canadians
who have lost their lives because their surgeries have been
delayed. Agreed? Agreed.
Members will please rise.
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The House observed a moment’s silence.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you very
much. Members may take their seats.
Mr. Roman Baber: Point of order.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
York Centre has a point of order.
Mr. Roman Baber: Speaker, I seek unanimous consent to observe a moment of silence for the more than
1,000 Ontarians who lost their lives last year due to an
increase in deaths from overdoses.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Government House
leader.
Hon. Paul Calandra: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. While
I do appreciate what the member is trying to do, there will
be many opportunities for us to continue to debate these
things and to talk about all of the things that we can do to
ensure that people who are suffering from overdoses,
people who are struggling with COVID—and the things
that we, as a Legislature, want to accomplish.
So in that vein, I know the member opposite may have
a number of these points of order, but just to inform the
House, I will be saying no to those. I know that’s what the
member wants. I think it’s time that we get into question
period, sir, but that in no way diminishes how a vast
majority of this Legislature feels on the issues that the
member is raising. There are more appropriate ways to
deal with that, Mr. Speaker.
I want the people who are impacted by these decisions
to know that all of the members of this Legislature understand how important these issues are and that we will not
allow points of order like those from the member opposite
and what he is trying to do here today to distract all of us
in what it is that we want to accomplish on their behalf and
on behalf of the province of Ontario.
Mr. Roman Baber: Speaker?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): On the same point
of order?
Mr. Roman Baber: I don’t believe that—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Is it on the same
point of order?
Mr. Roman Baber: Yes. I don’t believe that the response by the government House leader is appropriate. I’m
perfectly within my rights to seek a point of order and to
seek unanimous consent.
We sought unanimous consent for the victims of
COVID-19 who passed away in the last month. That was
agreed. We sought unanimous consent to recognize the
folks who passed away from surgery delays. That was
granted. I sought unanimous consent to recognize the folks
who died from an increase in overdoses.
If the government House leader does not wish to observe a moment of silence for those because of cancer
screenings missed, that’s entirely within his rights, but he
cannot editorialize. I ask the Speaker to put the question
again.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
York Centre is seeking the unanimous consent of the
House for another moment of silence, this time in memory
of the victims of drug overdoses. Agreed? I heard a no.
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It is now time for oral questions.
QUESTION PERIOD
COVID-19 RESPONSE
Ms. Catherine Fife: First, Mr. Speaker, I just want to
say, on behalf of Andrea Horwath and Ontario’s official
opposition, we want to wish everyone a happy and healthy
Christmas season.
My question is to the Premier. The Premier has not
demonstrated the leadership in Ontario that was needed
during this pandemic. He opposed vaccine certificates to
help small businesses, he planned on scrapping them in
January, and businesses are still in the dark about their use.
He refused new safety zones around health care facilities
even as people waded through anti-vax protesters just to
get their children vaccinated. Nurses have called his
refusal to mandate vaccines for workers in health care and
education cowardly. Nurses have said that.
This Premier has been caving to anti-vaxxers this entire
time. Does the Premier not realize how dangerous it is to
send these mixed messages out into the province of
Ontario?
Hon. Doug Ford: Thank you so much to the person
across the aisle there, Mr. Speaker.
I’ll tell you what we have done. In every single category, we’ve had a robust plan that focuses on making sure
we are focusing on getting people to the testing stations,
getting people to get a rapid test. We have distributed 34
million tests in 40,000 sites—40,000 sites, 34 million
tests. That’s more than every single province and territory
combined in the entire country. We’re making sure that we
get 11 million tests out to schools in packs of five.
We’re are putting pop-up locations in malls and shopping centres, in transit locations and in workplaces to
make sure it’s convenient for people to get tested. We are
going to focus on making sure we do everything we can to
keep the people of Ontario safe.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Supplementary question.
Ms. Catherine Fife: Speaker, this Premier has not used
the session to invest in the supports that people need in
Ontario. He’s diverted billions of dollars to two highways
that pave over farmland, won’t address congestion and
will be a waste of money.
Under his watch, hundreds of millions of dollars in
grants went to businesses that didn’t even qualify for his
own poorly designed program. He gave the 407 a billiondollar gift behind closed doors. Meanwhile, so many Ontarians and small businesses needed support during this
pandemic, but the Premier did not show up for them.
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Why has this Premier spent billions of dollars on his
buddies when so many Ontarians are not getting the
support that they need to make it through this pandemic
with any integrity at all?
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The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Deputy Premier and
Minister of Health.
Hon. Christine Elliott: Thank you to the member
opposite for the question. Our government has been focused on the health and well-being of Ontarians throughout this pandemic. We have spent over $5.1 billion since
the start of this pandemic on increases to our health care
system. We’re putting in an additional $1.8 billion, in
2021-22, in hospitals. We are supporting critical care
capacity, investing in that: $778 million to help hospitals
keep pace with patient needs, $760 million to support
hospitals with more than 3,100 extra beds, and $300 million to increase surgical and diagnostic procedures. That’s
the extent of the investments our government is making in
the people of Ontario and the people’s health of the
province of Ontario.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Final supplementary.
Ms. Catherine Fife: This Premier has cut base education funding in this fall economic statement by half a
billion dollars. He did nothing to support burned-out frontline health care heroes, which has directly resulted in a
staffing crisis in our health care system. It’s meant
crowded emergency rooms, with long wait times and ICUs
struggling to find staff to help patients during this challenging time. And this Premier refuses to do anything to
address the crushing cost of living thanks to his longstanding low-wage policies.
Why hasn’t the Premier put the people of Ontario first
and ensured that they have the health and the education
services they need to get through this pandemic? They
deserve so much better.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Minister of Education.
Hon. Stephen Lecce: There is no government in the
history of this province that is investing more in public
education, in public health care than this Premier and this
Progressive Conservative government. We are doing so
every single year, in every successive budget. We have
increased investment to hire more educators, to hire more
front-line staff. Within public education alone, we are on
track to spend 200 million more dollars this year than we
projected, which is already up $600 million. We’ve
allocated $1.6 billion for COVID resources. We lead the
nation in ventilation investment: $600 million, 70,000
HEPA units. In Waterloo, in every region of Ontario, we
have HEPA units in every single classroom in schools
without mechanical ventilation. We now have expanded
testing, the only province to send five take-home tests in a
kit to protect the holidays and ensure children are safe
upon the return in the new year.
This is leadership. This is proactive action to reduce
risk. We have the lowest cases in the nation, one of them,
and one of the highest vaccine rates. We’re going to
continue to lead and protect this province.
COVID-19 TESTING
Ms. Catherine Fife: My question is also to the Premier.
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Yesterday, the Minister of Health seemed to announce
a brand new rapid antigen test policy right here in the
Legislature. She said, “People come to our pharmacies in
order to receive the tests. These are free of charge to the
people who need them, courtesy of the government of
Canada providing a number of the tests....” Well, Speaker,
this was news to pharmacies, and it would be good news
to Ontarians who have been stuck paying $40 when they
go to a pharmacy to get one of the rapid antigen tests right
now. That’s what’s happening in Ontario right now.
In the science table’s new report this morning, it’s clear
that rapid antigen tests are going to be an important tool in
helping to keep Ontarians safe. That is the best advice that
we have received. So just to confirm, will the minister
announce today, right here in this Legislature, that this is
Ontario’s new policy, that anyone who wants a rapid test
can walk into a pharmacy and get them free of charge?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Minister of Health.
Hon. Christine Elliott: Well, the science table brief
that was recently released essentially affirms Ontario’s
rapid testing strategy. Every week, over one million rapid
tests are deployed to thousands of workplaces, hospitals,
home and community care settings, long-term-care homes,
and schools and child care centres across the province. As
of December 6, Ontario has distributed over 34 million
tests, which is significantly more than all of the other
provinces combined. In fact, Ontario has deployed nearly
60% of all rapid tests distributed in Canada. And for
context, Quebec has deployed 5.7 million tests and British
Columbia has deployed 1.16 million tests. So we do have
a wide array of rapid testing alternatives available in
Ontario, free of charge to people who need them. The only
time that people are charged $40 is when they require a
test for travel purposes. Other than that, if they’re symptomatic or asymptomatic but have been close to someone
with COVID, they will receive a test free of charge.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Supplementary.
Ms. Catherine Fife: Speaker, the Premier’s own staff
told reporters that there are five million tests still on
shelves here in Ontario waiting to be distributed. Experts
have weighed in, saying that they want more rapid tests.
The price of those tests shouldn’t be a barrier; $40 is a
barrier for many families.
Dr. Jüni, the head of the province’s science table, said,
“It makes sense from a scientific perspective to use rapid
tests more frequently ... and to make rapid tests more
available in this province.”
It is clear from the science table that the more we can
use rapid tests, the better. So why does the Premier have
five million of these tests sitting in storage instead of
making them freely available this holiday season when we
are in a crisis with the new variant? There has never been
a more important time, actually, to show some leadership
and get those tests into the hands of Ontarians.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Premier?
Hon. Doug Ford: Through you, Mr. Speaker, as the
Minister of Health and Deputy Premier mentioned, we are
distributing a million every single week. If my opposition
leader understands inventory control, that’s going to last
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us about three to four weeks as we ramp up over a million
a week. Again, we’re going to malls, we’re going to
shopping centres, we’re going to transit areas, we’re going
to workplaces, distributing all the rapid tests we can get
out there.
Again, if you add up all the provinces, as the Minister
of Health mentioned—BC, a little over a million; we have
Quebec, over five million. We have distributed 34 million
tests, 40,000 sites. We’re going to have pop-up centres
around the province so people can come in right from
holiday markets to high-transit areas. That’s what we’re
focusing on. We’re going to continue making sure that we
don’t let the well run dry and have zero. We need three or
four million in stock at all times until—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you. The final
supplementary.
Ms. Catherine Fife: I can tell you that Ontarians aren’t
waiting for this government to get anything right. A local
doctor from my area in Kitchener-Waterloo has launched
an online campaign to get tests to all households. Dr. Dalia
Hasan, an ICU doctor, said, “We want the provincial
government to step up and deliver rapid tests to our community so that they can safeguard the public at large.”
That’s what’s at stake.
Dr. Hasan has set up the Twitter account COVID Test
Finders to help people get their hands on rapid tests. Her
campaign is so popular that Twitter hashtag
#FreeTheRATs, or rapid antigen tests, was the number one
trend in Canada yesterday. People are desperate.
Why won’t the Premier listen to the medical experts
calling for more widespread rapid tests and make them
freely available across Ontario before the holidays? People
are waiting for this kind of leadership. So much is at stake.
Do your job.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I’ll remind the members to make their comments through the Chair.
I’ll allow the Premier to reply.
Hon. Doug Ford: Again, I’m just going to repeat the
numbers until it sinks in: 34 million tests. That’s more than
every single province and territory combined. We are
distributing more than 60% of all the tests in the country—
34 million. Eleven million tests, because of the great
leadership of our Minister of Education, are going out to
every single student’s household, and they’re in packs of
five so they can be used for their parents, their siblings,
anyone within the household. That’s what you call proper
distribution. We are getting our hand on every single rapid
test there is available in the entire country because we have
a strong plan to get these out the door and into households,
into workplaces, into shopping malls. In any area that we
have large volumes of pedestrians, we’re going to be there
to make sure the people of Ontario get tested.
COVID-19 RESPONSE
Ms. Jill Andrew: My question is to the Premier. Our
communities and our schools have been demanding safe
schools since the beginning of this pandemic. Sadly, those
calls have gone unanswered.
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For us in St. Paul’s, McMurrich Junior Public School
was also hit by closure. It closed from an outbreak, bringing the total number across Toronto schools to 28 as of this
week. McMurrich parents and many others in our community have been calling for rapid tests for months. The
member for Davenport and myself have written to the
government amplifying this request. It was only once the
outbreak was reported that support was received—too
little, too late.
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Speaker, my question is to the Premier. Sending students home with tests through the break is not enough.
What about January, February, March, April, May and
June? What is this government doing to rebuild trust in
parents, teachers and education workers that sending kids
back to school in the new year will, in fact, be safe?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Minister of Education.
Hon. Stephen Lecce: We have extended second-term
funding, over $300 million under the Premier’s leadership,
to ensure we hire more staff to ensure our schools remain
safe. We’ve stepped up investment. Every school in St.
Paul’s, without exception, has better air ventilation because we got ahead of this virus by investing, before
September, in improvements writ large—70,000 HEPA
units within classrooms. That’s making a meaningful difference. In fact, the science table acknowledged that in
their last report.
With respect to rapid tests, we are the only province in
the nation to send home rapid tests on a proactive basis,
announced before Omicron even entered our shores,
because we are working and safeguarding to protect
children every step of the way. We’ve expanded testing.
We have PCR take-home tests to make lives easier for
families, and we’ve hired 2,000 additional educators, EAs
and ECEs. These are making a difference.
Five in six schools in this province right now, at the
peak of this wave, have no active cases. We take nothing
for granted, and I share the member’s concern. We’re
doing everything possible to protect our children, keep
them safe, and keep our community strong, and we’ll
continue to—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you very
much. Supplementary question?
Ms. Jill Andrew: What the member and the government side don’t realize is if McMurrich’s calls were
answered months ago, the school probably wouldn’t have
gotten closed.
My question is to the Premier. As kids were home last
week from Monday to Friday, many parents were also
forced to stay home and oversee their virtual learning
without another option. While this government extended
their broken paid sick days program, it still only covers
three days. Speaker, some of our parents needed five days,
others parents needed 14 days to stay home with kids who
were sick quarantining. For those without paid sick days,
like the parent who works as a contractor and plumber who
contacted me, that meant it hit their family’s income.
Speaker, through you, can the Premier explain why
parents in St. Paul’s, and across Ontario at that, are
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expected to take an income loss when they must stay at
home with their sick children for the sake of our collective
health and safety?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Government House
leader to reply.
Hon. Paul Calandra: Speaker, it was announced just
the other day that we were going to continue the supports
that we put in place for workers right through to July.
We’ve known right from the beginning that we had to put
supports in place for individuals during COVID. It is an
extraordinary time.
We’ve just heard the Minister of Education highlight
some of the nationwide leading investments that we made
to keep our students safe. But at the same time, the Premier
knew right from the beginning that we had to keep our
workers and our essential workers safe. That is why he
negotiated an over-$1-billion program of support for our
workers.
There were some gaps in that that we had hoped would
have been filled by a federal budget. When that wasn’t the
case, we stepped in to ensure that workers had access to
additional paid sick days to close that gap. As I said, the
Minister of Labour and the Premier have announced that
that will continue right through to the end of July.
NUCLEAR ENERGY
Mr. Michael Parsa: My question is to the great Minister of Energy. Minister, it was great to hear you speaking
so highly of nuclear power and all that it has offered
Ontario in this House just a couple of weeks ago. Speaker,
I am proud to be part of a government that has been a
strong advocate for the nuclear sector. We all know that
clean and reliable electricity generated by nuclear facilities
will be needed to continue powering Ontario’s families
and businesses in the years and decades ahead.
Minister, can you tell us what you and our government
are doing to increase Ontario’s capacity to generate
emissions-free, low-cost and reliable electricity?
Hon. Todd Smith: Thanks to the great member for the
great question.
Our Premier and our government have never been shy
about our support for nuclear power. That’s why it was
such a pleasure last week to be able to join OPG on World
Nuclear Energy Day as we announced some incredible
news for Ontario and the world, Mr. Speaker, the selection
of OPG’s technology partner for the Darlington SMR
project. The announcement positions Ontario to be a
global leader on new nuclear technologies like small
modular reactors, which represent tremendous economic
and environmental opportunities for our province, our
country and the world.
Nuclear power is already the backbone of our energy
system here in Ontario, providing 60% of our baseload
every day. It’s reliable, it’s competitively priced and it’s
clean power. By building on our nuclear capacity, we’re
continuing our global leadership and we’re on our pathway to net zero emissions.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Supplementary question.
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Mr. Michael Parsa: I want to thank the minister for
that excellent answer. That’s really fantastic news for Ontarians. I’m glad to hear that our province is continuing to
lead the way on this exciting new technology. While the
Liberals squandered Ontario’s clean energy advantage and
drove jobs out of this province, our government is restoring that advantage and building on it.
Minister, you mentioned that this project has a number
of benefits to offer beyond just generating emissions-free,
low-cost and reliable electricity. Can you tell this House
more about what the small modular reactor project at
Darlington will do for the region and for Ontario’s economy as a whole?
Hon. Todd Smith: Thanks very much to the great
member again. Canada’s nuclear sector already supports
76,000 jobs here in Ontario and an expert supply chain—
220 companies in the supply chain here in Ontario.
Operational and regulatory experience here in Ontario
means that our province can be a first mover on this
cutting-edge technology, and that’s really important. It
means even more good-paying jobs in the Durham region,
Ontario’s clean energy capital, but in communities across
the province that are home to supply chain companies, like
Port Hope and Peterborough and Cambridge. Really,
they’re all across Ontario. And there’s a lot of interest
from our colleagues in Saskatchewan, New Brunswick,
Alberta and other provinces and jurisdictions around the
world.
I can tell you, Speaker, the world is watching what’s
happening at Darlington right now with this small modular
reactor. It was the talk of the town in Paris, France, last
week at the world—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you very
much.
The next question.
CHILD CARE
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: My question is to the Premier.
A child care report revealed yesterday that if the government doesn’t sign a child care deal by early next year, the
province will lose $1 billion in funding. That’s money the
province could use right now to lower fees for parents.
Ontario is the only province without a deal, and if $1 billion of funding isn’t a big enough carrot, I’m not sure what
is actually going to compel this government to get a deal
done.
It’s been 233 days since the federal government announced program details, and this government’s stalling
has led to a $1 billion worth of funding being at stake. Can
the government assure parents that a deal will be signed as
soon as possible so that this funding is not lost?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Minister of Education.
Hon. Stephen Lecce: I want to thank the member
opposite for the question. We would both agree that the
legacy and heritage of the former Liberal government is
indefensible—a 400% increase in child care costs. All of
our constituents pay that price. Every mother and father
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today pays the price for their inaction. Parents deserve
better.
In the first budget, our government introduced an Ontario Child Care Tax Credit, which, yes, incrementally
makes life more affordable. Regrettably for New Democrats and Liberals, you opposed that measure. When the
Premier allocated $1 billion to build 30,000 more child
care spaces that are accessible and, more importantly,
affordable, New Democrats and Liberals coalesced to
oppose it.
This government is committed to getting a deal, yes, as
soon as possible. We provided the financials to the feds.
They know what we need to get to $10. If they have the
political will, they will respond in kind and get this deal
wrapped up so that we can make child care finally
affordable, after the 40% increase over the national average under the Del Duca Liberals.
Mr. Speaker, we’ve made the case for affordability.
We’re going to stand up for Ontario and get the best deal,
a fair deal, for the families we serve.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Supplementary question?
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: Back to the minister: Continued delays hurt families. The report showed what most
of us in this House already know: If a couple with two
children cannot access subsidies, licensed child care at any
income is—
Interjection.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Stop the clock. I
apologize to the member for Parkdale–High Park.
The member for York Centre must come to order.
Please restart the clock again. I recognize the member
for Parkdale–High Park.
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: Speaker, the report showed
what most of us in this House already know: If a couple
with two children cannot access subsidies, licensed child
care at any income level is remarkably unaffordable. Infant spaces in Toronto average $85 a day or about $1,700
a month. Parents are paying the price for this government’s inaction. That’s not fair or right.
1100

Speaker, again to this government: A billion dollars’
worth of funding is at stake—life-changing money for
families in Parkdale–High Park and across Ontario. Will
they get the deal done?
Hon. Stephen Lecce: Every single year, New Democrats and Liberals vote against roughly $400 million in
direct financial relief to parents with the Ontario Child
Care Tax Credit, which was enriched by the Minister of
Finance in the last budget. That’s half a billion dollars over
three years. That makes a difference in savings directly to
support parents in Ontario.
Now, in the words of the executive director of the
Association of Day Care Operators of Ontario, who said:
“There are practical reasons why the Ford government
needs to keep working to get Ontario’s child care deal
right. Ontario isn’t just Canada’s most populous province,
it’s one of the fastest-growing and most diverse. Its child
care system is also more complex. In addition to
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government-run kindergarten facilities and centres owned
by municipalities, there is a mix of large not-for-profit
institutions.... These small businesses account for about
25%” of our operators—most are women-owned.
“Arriving at an agreement that includes all of these
service providers may take some extra time, but respecting
Ontario families means the deal needs to be flexible
enough to support” all of them to expand the range of
options to support them.
“No government should be criticized for working towards this goal.”
We’ll continue to work in good faith to land a good
deal, a fair deal for Ontario families.
GOVERNMENT’S RECORD
Mr. Roman Baber: Merry Christmas, Speaker. My
question is to the Premier.
Almost four years later, the Premier broke almost every
major promise he campaigned on. He campaigned on
ending hallway health care, but we now have less health
care capacity and less health care workers.
He campaigned on lowering hydro rates by 12%, but
hydro rates are up. He’s running a global adjustment on
steroids funded by the taxpayer.
He promised to restore accountability to government,
but he passed the Crown Liability and Proceedings Act
and used the “notwithstanding” clause to overrule the
court to give himself an electoral advantage.
He said he’ll reduce car insurance rates—yeah, right.
The Premier said we won’t have autism parents protesting on the lawn of Queen’s Park, but he dismantled the
autism program, and the wait-list is up from 23,000 kids
to more than 50,000 kids.
Will the Premier have the courage to admit that on the
items I just listed, it’s promises made, promises broken?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): And to respond, the
government House leader.
Hon. Paul Calandra: Well, when I look at the province of Ontario, I look at how we compare to every other
jurisdiction with respect to our fight against COVID. I’m
proud of the people of Ontario, and I’m proud of most of
the members of provincial Parliament who have stood
with us to fight COVID, but it’s so much more.
I look at the Minister of Transportation and the things
she is doing to bring transit opportunities across
Toronto—the Ontario Line. I’m going to have a subway
into York region—something that we have fought for, for
so long. We’re getting it done.
I look at the Minister of Health and the investments she
is making to increase critical care and ICU capacity—
something that should have been done ages ago is getting
done.
I look at the Minister of Long-Term Care—30,000
beds, 27,000 new PSWs.
I look at the Minister of Finance and say to myself,
“Here is an economy that is roaring back to life.” We’ve
taken all of the jobs that we’ve lost and we’ve added
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100,000 new jobs, with thousands left to be filled. I look
at a province of promise, Mr. Speaker, despite—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you. Supplementary question?
Mr. Roman Baber: Actually, the Premier campaigned
on the Sheppard subway; he didn’t campaign on the Ontario Line. The Ontario Line is not even hard rail. I don’t
think anyone told the Premier that it’s not an actual
subway. No wonder the Premier gave the House leader a
$27,000 raise, but he can’t get away with it.
Hydro rates: promise broken. End hallway health care:
promise broken. Restore accountability to government:
promise broken. Reduce auto insurance rates: promise
broken. Fix autism: promise broken.
The Premier who campaigned on efficiencies and gravy
trains is now doing a Liberal giveaway tour. He’s the conductor of the gravy train. But there’s no greater promise
broken than when they told Ontarians that when we had
70%, 80%, 90%, that we’ll go back to normal and we’ll
get to do things we enjoy. We’ve done what was asked of
us, Speaker, and 90% of us are vaccinated, but the promise
is broken.
Did the Premier knowingly break this promise, or will
he finally admit that they never had an exit strategy?
Hon. Paul Calandra: Mr. Speaker, I think this member’s questions confirm for me that one of the best decisions this Premier made was asking this member to leave
our caucus and go sit as an independent.
Interjections.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Order.
Hon. Paul Calandra: I think that applies to every—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Order. The government House leader to respond.
Mr. Roman Baber: It’s always personal with this guy.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Member for York
Centre, come to order.
Mr. Roman Baber: Stand up for your government.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
York Centre will come to order.
The government House leader has the floor.
Hon. Paul Calandra: He says it’s always personal for
me. Well yes, actually, it is personal for me because I
actually ran in this place to make a difference. I ran
because I didn’t like what was happening to the province
of Ontario. So is it personal for me? Yes, it is personal for
me. Is it personal for me when the member stands up and
talks down all of the things that will help us get out of
COVID? Yes, it’s personal for me.
It’s personal for me as it is to all of the members on this
side and most of the members on that side. We may disagree once in a while, Mr. Speaker, but I can tell you this:
Most of the members of this House have seen Ontario
become one of the best jurisdictions in its fight against
COVID, in an economy that is roaring back to life, despite
that member. But after June 2, we won’t have to worry
about—
Interjections.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Order.
The next question.
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BROADBAND INFRASTRUCTURE
Mr. John Yakabuski: Before I turn my question to the
Minister of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, I want to
wish our son Zachary a happy 43rd birthday today, and,
yesterday, our grandson Leopold a happy sixth birthday.
To the minister: This week we have seen several announcements related to the expansion of broadband
connectivity throughout southwestern Ontario. Essex and
Middlesex counties have received news this week that
construction of new broadband infrastructure is now under
way, and thousands of households will soon have access
to fast, reliable broadband.
I know that constituents in rural parts of my riding are
often frustrated by the lack of reliable Internet connectivity. Speaker, through you to the minister: What steps are
being taken by the province to connect more Ontarians to
fast, reliable high-speed Internet?
Hon. Lisa M. Thompson: I’d like to thank the member
from Renfrew–Nipissing–Pembroke for that important
question. Our government has made access to high-speed
Internet an absolute priority, and we’re walking our talk
with another example just this past week. We announced
that more than 1,400 homes, businesses and farms in the
Essex and Middlesex counties region will be receiving
high-speed access. This represents a $6.2-million infrastructure investment—upgrades that are badly needed.
Our government is seeing this through.
There is going to be additional good news coming
throughout the holiday season for our communities
throughout rural Ontario because we’re demonstrating that
we are absolutely committed to nearly $4 billion of infrastructure investment so that every community in this province can have confidence they have high-speed Internet.
This is the largest single investment in high-speed Internet
in any province in Canada in history, and we have our—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you very
much. Supplementary?
Mr. John Yakabuski: Back to the minister: These
announcements and this government’s investments in
broadband and cellular technology are undoubtedly positive for Ontario’s rural families and businesses. However,
I know from the farmers in my riding that agriculture is a
21st-century business, at the forefront of new innovations.
In order to remain competitive, Ontario’s farmers need
access to this type of infrastructure as well.
Speaker, through you, can the Minister of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs tell us what targeted investments
in broadband infrastructure will do to support Ontario’s
agricultural and agri-food businesses?
Hon. Lisa M. Thompson: I appreciate the focus on
farmers, because while high-speed access is very important to small businesses and families throughout rural
Ontario, our farmers are early adopters of the digital world
and new technologies because we have to remain competitive. We need this access that our government is providing because farming has changed. Today, farmers are
embracing the digital world, managing on a daily basis
their nutrients. They are improving animal husbandry.
They are looking to improve feed conversions and overall
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efficiencies so that we’re producing top-quality food right
here at home that Ontarians can have confidence in.
Our government’s investment in broadband and cellular access will absolutely enable farmers across this province to be outstanding in their field. I can tell you, the
innovations adopted in greenhouses as well are helping
our sector lead by example. Ontarians, this Christmas
season and through the holidays, can have every
confidence that they have great-quality Ontario-grown
food close to home.
1110

MENTAL HEALTH
AND ADDICTION SERVICES
Mr. Jamie West: I recently told the Premier that Sudbury had 218 opioid overdose memorial crosses, and now
we have five more. One of the new crosses was erected by
Rick Comeau. Rick recently lost his granddaughter
Tashana to an overdose. Rick told me that Tashana was
very enthusiastic. He described her as, “so sweet. Happygo-lucky and loving. But the addictions were too strong.”
Tashana was 27 years old. She leaves behind a sevenyear-old son and a three-year-old baby girl. The family is
devastated. Tashana’s mom is in deep sorrow. She’s full
of guilt even though she knows she did everything she
could to help her daughter. My community mourns with
Rick and his family.
Last November, there were 51 opioid overdose memorial crosses in Sudbury. Two weeks ago, there were 218.
Today, there are 223. My question today is the same as
before: How many crosses will we have to erect before the
Premier takes action on opioid addiction in Sudbury?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): To the Associate
Minister of Mental Health and Addictions.
Hon. Michael A. Tibollo: Thank you for the question
from the member opposite. We know that Ontarians across
the province of Ontario are fighting to beat their addictions, and we know many of them have been reaching out
for help. That isn’t any different anywhere in the province
of Ontario.
Our government firmly believes that every Ontarian
deserves to be fully supported in their journey, from prevention to recovery. That’s why we announced $32.7 million in new annualized funding for targeted addictions
service and supports, including treatment and care for
opioid use disorder. These investments include $6.9 million in provincial opioid response investments, such as
harm reduction supplies and supports, and over $18.8
million in bed-based investments for adults and youth who
need intensive supports, including adding 30 new youth
treatment beds at Pine River Institute, and adding new
adult addiction beds, as well, throughout the province.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The supplementary
question.
Mr. Jamie West: Back to the Premier. Rick has a lot
of experience with addictions. He’s recovered from drug
and alcohol addiction and he has worked as an addictions
counsellor for 35 years. He was devastated when the
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police showed up at his door to tell him his granddaughter
Tashana was dead.
Rick told me, “If fentanyl was out when I was hooked
on heroin, I would have died. It’s Russian roulette every
time you use.”
Rick said, “Trying to get help is like getting a slap in
the face. When people are ready for treatment, you have to
wait three, six, nine months. This stuff is killing people”
every day. “We need places that can help them today, not
tomorrow. They can’t wait. If you make them wait, they
will die.” Right now, there is no help for them.
I asked Rick what Sudbury needs. He said, “Supervised
injection sites. And, we need an opioid treatment centre in
Sudbury.” He said, “The Premier must know that the north
needs help too—not just in the south.”
My question to the Premier: How many more young
people like Tashana have to die from overdose in Sudbury
before the Premier finally decides to help Sudbury?
Hon. Michael A. Tibollo: Once again, I thank the
member opposite for that question. We’re very well aware
of the issues relating to addictions and overdoses. We are
building, through the Roadmap to Wellness, a continuum
of care to look after the needs of individuals because we
know that treatment and recovery are an important part of
the continuum of what needs to be done. And, Mr. Speaker, we’re not just talking about it, as previous governments
have and done absolutely nothing—I am here because of
the fact that the previous government did nothing.
Our government has invested to date, annually, $525
million, and we will continue working to build continuums
of care, working with the service providers and ensuring
that individuals that need the help get the help where and
when they need it, not having to travel to different parts of
the province. This is something that we’ve taken into
account, and if you look at the Roadmap to Wellness,
you’ll see that those services are being placed throughout
the province of Ontario, and in remote areas, utilizing
other mechanisms to deliver those services—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you. Next
question.
COVID-19 TESTING
Mr. John Fraser: My question is for the Premier. Despite what the minister, the Premier and their offices say,
the RATs still aren’t free. Rapid antigen tests are not free
at drugstores. They cost $40 a test, compared to Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan, UK and Germany,
who are providing them for free. They should be widely
available and free for people. They should have been in
the hands of parents in September, yet it’s December and
they’re still not in the hands of parents. That’s incredible.
So, Speaker, through you: When will this government
finally move to make rapid antigen tests free for all
families here in Ontario and get them into their hands?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Minister of Health.
Hon. Christine Elliott: Well, the tests are free and are
available to the people of Ontario. The only time that
people need to pay $40 for tests is when they need it for
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travel purposes. But if they’re symptomatic, or asymptomatic and having been in contact with someone with
COVID, they will be able to receive these tests free of
charge, where they are available. As more people head
indoors and attend family meetings over the winter
months: access to publicly funded COVID-19 PCR specimen collection at select pharmacies; providing take-home
PCR self-collection kits for eligible individuals, allowing
them to pick them up and return the specimens to the
pharmacies; expanding ID NOW and rapid PCR testing to
select assessment centres and pharmacies across northern
Ontario; and bringing asymptomatic testing directly to
Ontario with pop-up testing sites in higher-traffic public
settings to provide vaccine education and help reduce the
risk of transmission over the holidays.
In addition to all of that, there are going to be rapid tests
that are going to be distributed to every school child.
Thanks to the Minister of Education, they will have five
tests to take home which can be used. These are rapid tests
that are going to make sure that our children are safe when
they return to school and over the holidays.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Supplementary question.
Mr. John Fraser: Speaker, the minister appreciates the
difference between a rapid test and a PCR test that can take
two days. I appreciate, though, the fact that the minister is
here every day to answer questions and that she doesn’t
see question period as a 22-minute, one-day-a-week endeavour.
Here’s the thing: Scott Moe has set the RATs free at all
the Co-op stores in Saskatchewan. Do you know why he
has done that? Because he knows it’s important to get it
into the hands of people. That’s why he freed the RATs in
Saskatchewan, and that’s why we need to do it here.
They cost pennies to make, except the government and
the Premier and the minister are satisfied that some
families may have to go to Shoppers Drug Mart and pay
40 bucks because they need a rapid test, and they don’t
have another option, because it’s not available to them.
That’s what happens. If it happens to one family, it’s too
many, and it’s been happening to more families than that.
What do the minister and this government think about
a rapid test costing $40 in this province? Someone is
charging $40 for a test that they’re giving away for free in
Saskatchewan. Tell me, Minister: What does this government think about that? I haven’t heard you say a word—
Interjections.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Stop the clock for a
minute, please.
Interjection.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Minister of Health,
please. I’ve stopped the clock for a minute to allow the
government members to stop heckling.
Now that they’ve stopped, we’ll start the clock again
and I’ll allow the Minister of Health to answer.
Hon. Christine Elliott: Thank you. We have already
distributed over 34 million rapid tests across the province
of Ontario. These are all being deployed in many locations, as requested. They’re being deployed in schools.
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They’re being deployed in hospitals, in congregate settings and in long-term-care settings. At work, people who
require them can receive them through the provincial
portal or through their local chamber of commerce.
They are widely distributed, so much so that I actually
wrote to my federal counterpart, Minister Duclos, last
week, asking the federal government to please approve
more types of rapid tests, so that we can distribute them
even more. That is something that the minister has agreed
to do. Ottawa will soon be delivering a larger number of
rapid tests. We are distributing everything that we have,
and over a million a week is a significant deployment of
rapid tests.
COVID-19 RESPONSE
Mr. Bill Walker: My question is to the Minister of
Finance. I want to commend him for the stellar and
balanced job he has done stewarding the needs of people
and providing financial support to the people of Ontario
during the pandemic.
Speaker, as we all know, Ontario has faced a once-ina-lifetime crisis that placed an incredible burden on our
health care system, our economy, our families and our
communities. I remain proud that in the face of these
unprecedented challenges, the people of Ontario have
shown true compassion, resolve and Ontario spirit.
Through you, Speaker: Can the Minister of Finance tell
us how the government is planning to ensure that all that
Ontarians have done and endured will continue to contribute to combatting COVID-19?
Hon. Peter Bethlenfalvy: Thank you to the member
from Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound for that terrific question.
He’s right about Ontarians’ compassion and resolve, Mr.
Speaker. That’s why in Bill 43, the Build Ontario Act, our
first pillar is protecting our progress because we’re going
to ensure that our front-line health care heroes have the
resources they need by saying yes to investing over $1.8
billion to support 3,100 beds, reduce surgical and diagnostic imaging backlogs and help hospitals keep pace with
patient needs; and yes to adding and upskilling over 5,000
registered nurses and registered practical nurses and 8,000
personal support workers to our hospital and health care
system; and yes to expanding home and community care
by investing $548 million over three years to help hospitalized patients continue their recovery and rehabilitation
at home.
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Mr. Speaker, we are saying yes to fixing the years of
neglect by the previous Liberal government in our health
care and our long-term-care system.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The supplementary
question.
Mr. Bill Walker: My thanks to the Minister of Finance
for that response and for the representation he provides to
the people of Pickering–Uxbridge every single day.
In his role as President of the Treasury Board, he did
in-depth analysis and he noted, as he did in his comments,
that the health care system faced long years of neglect
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under the previous Liberal government, who again and
again said no to building an Ontario for the future.
So, Speaker, through you, could the Minister of Finance
tell us how this government is balancing working towards
Ontario’s long-term prosperity while also protecting our
progress?
Hon. Peter Bethlenfalvy: Thank you again to the
member for that question. The member is right: Ontario
needs a plan that looks to the future. That’s why the second
pillar after our fall economic statement and fiscal update
is building Ontario. Previous governments said no, but we
are saying yes to fighting gridlock and building the Bradford Bypass and the 413 and over 400 projects in our
highways and rehabilitation renewal program; yes to
working with First Nations, working with the northern
communities to build the roads that will unlock the
economic potential of the Ring of Fire; and yes to shovels
in the ground to create jobs and build the housing, longterm-care capacity and public transit that Ontario needs.
Mr. Speaker, we know that tomorrow’s prosperity
depends on getting shovels in the ground today. That’s
why we have a plan—a plan to build Ontario, a plan to
support Ontarians by growing the province as the best
place to do business, to work and to raise a family.
TREATIES RECOGNITION
Mr. Sol Mamakwa: Remarks in Oji-Cree.
My question is to the Premier. Public statements by this
government often reveal a deeply uninformed perspective
on the Indigenous people who have always lived on these
lands and on whose backs the crown and non-Indigenous
people have disproportionately benefited. These statements are out of step with reconciliation, out of step with
modern legal developments, and out of step in keeping
with the constitutional mandate of the honour of the
crown.
Will Ontario ensure that advancement of development
in Treaty 9 territory will only take place with the free, prior
and informed consent of all First Nations affected?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
Peterborough–Kawartha and parliamentary assistant.
Mr. Dave Smith: Our government takes the duty to
consult very seriously, and that’s why we have engaged in
conversations with all First Nations. We’ll continue to
ensure that we meet our obligation of consultation as we
move forward.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): And the supplementary question.
Mr. Sol Mamakwa: Back to the Premier: Speaker, the
Premier has publicly stated on numerous occasions that
the Ring of Fire mining development is going ahead no
matter what: “We’re doing it.” “If I have to hop on a bulldozer myself”—those are the kinds of comments we hear.
These statements reflect this government’s intent whether
the people of Treaty 9 consent or consider it safe and fair
to do so. This is the very essence of colonialism, Speaker.
How can the Premier possibly know what’s best for a
place he won’t even visit?
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Will Ontario listen to the people who are worried about
this project—a project that will change their ways of life
permanently—and commit today to a consultation process
in the Ring of Fire based on free, prior and informed
consent?
Mr. Dave Smith: Our government has engaged in
consultations throughout this entire process. That’s why
we were able to sign an historic agreement with Marten
Falls and Webequie First Nations for a permanent pathway, a roadway into those communities so they don’t rely
on winter roads moving forward. In addition to that, Mr.
Speaker, our government has met, just this past week, with
the leadership of Mushkegowuk to continue that ongoing
conversation with them, to make sure that we have that
prior, informed consent as we move forward with this.
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
Ms. Lindsey Park: My question is for the Minister of
Energy.
As we look ahead to 2022 and do the reflection that
comes with entering a new calendar year, many countries
and world economies will be reflecting on not only the
status of the pandemic but also climate change and the
future of energy use.
The reality is, most grids struggle to handle the intermittent nature of renewable sources such as solar and wind
energy, so more reliable baseload power is needed that is
not coal-fired. Many predict that natural gas will have a
comeback and there will be a global rehabilitation of
nuclear power which is greenhouse gas-free.
Can the minister share his vision for the future of
energy in Ontario?
Hon. Todd Smith: Thank you very much to the member opposite. First of all, I’d like to congratulate her on her
recent wedding. Welcome to the club.
I know that the member from Durham is very passionate about Ontario power generation. Durham is the clean
energy capital of Canada. Over 6,000 megawatts of clean,
reliable, affordable electricity come out of that region
every year in Pickering and Darlington’s facilities, and we
know that that is what has allowed us to shut down coal
plants—it’s our investment into facilities like Darlington
and the rehab that’s going on there, the refurbishment, and
at Bruce Power as well, the world’s largest nuclear power
plant over on Lake Huron. Mr. Speaker, 60% of our
power, every day, of our electricity, comes from those
facilities here in Ontario. We are a leader in that area.
That’s why last week we were able to make the announcement in her riding, where OPG has selected GE
Hitachi to build the first new nuclear since 1993, something that is going to help other jurisdictions around the
world do what we—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you very
much. The supplementary question.
Ms. Lindsey Park: It was a great announcement to
hear last week that OPG is moving forward and choosing
GE Hitachi as its technology partner to build the first gridscale small modular reactor in Canada at Darlington. This
technology has the potential to be deployed to more areas
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of Canada and the world than Candu reactors, and at a
better price point.
The emerging world accounts for two thirds of energyrelated carbon emissions yet lacks the cash and innovation
base to invest or invent its way to a cleaner energy system.
We have that nuclear innovation base in Ontario. What’s
the plan to get it to market?
Hon. Todd Smith: I’m so excited about this project,
and I know the member opposite is as well. This is the
BWRX-300—it’s a boiling-water reactor that’s going to
be built right there on site at Darlington. The key thing
about this project—and the world is watching this project
because it has first-mover status, meaning we have the
environmental assessments, we have the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission that has approved this site for the
first new nuclear small modular reactor that’s going to be
built there. This is going to be a tremendous opportunity
for jurisdictions around the world to get off carbon, clean
up their emissions and hit the targets that they have set in
Paris and in other forums.
Particularly about this project, GE Hitachi already has
about 100 employees here, in the House leader’s riding, in
Markham. They’re going to increase that to 700 employees in the development stage. And then for the construction of the project in the member’s riding, 1,700
individuals will be working on that project. There are
already 76,000 people working in our nuclear sector in
Ontario. This project is only going to grow that, and we’ll
be able to export this small modular reactor around the
world. The impact on our GDP is going to be astronomical, Mr. Speaker. I’m excited—
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Next question.
1130

COVID-19 IMMUNIZATION
Mrs. Jennifer (Jennie) Stevens: My question is to the
Premier. As you know, I believe there are times when the
government and the opposition can and must work closely
together and times when we must raise our voices loudly
against policy failures. Seniors in Niagara are left waiting
for their booster shots when we know that they are vital to
fighting the new variants. Niagara Public Health is prioritizing vaccinating children. I support that; however, it has
put pressure on the pharmacies across Niagara to deliver
booster shots to seniors quickly.
Throughout the pandemic, Niagara Public Health and
pharmacies have been heroes, and continue to be. However, they can use much-needed support. We ramped up
the capacity before. Looking at the Omicron variant and
the incoming Christmas holidays, if this government is
serious about the booster efforts and vaccinating children,
will you ramp up capacity so seniors in Niagara that want
a booster before the holidays can get it?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Government House
leader.
Hon. Paul Calandra: I appreciate the question. As you
know, we have ramped it up, in fact, Mr. Speaker. To the
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credit of the people of the province of Ontario, we’ve hit
90% with respect to the first and almost 90% on second
doses. As the Minister of Education has highlighted on a
number of occasions, youth from five to 11—I think we’re
approaching over 25% who have received their first dose.
We also were one of the first jurisdictions to actually
start initiating booster shots. Recently, the age was
lowered to 50. We have had a groundbreaking effort
across the province of Ontario. Part of the massive investments we have made—the member is right. We are
offering these booster shots across multiple platforms.
We’ve gone into long-term-care homes to make sure that
they were given the first boosters. They’re available at
pharmacies. We will continue this effort and continue
these investments so that not only the good people of
Niagara but across the province—we can continue to get
not only the boosters but get our kids double-vaccinated,
Speaker, and maybe surpass, even, that 90%, which is a
world-leading figure right now.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Supplementary?
Mrs. Jennifer (Jennie) Stevens: Back to the Premier:
My team is scrambling to find open booster appointments
for seniors that just want to be safe before the Christmas
holidays. Anyone who struggles to find one, you can reach
out to me directly in Niagara. But it is getting harder and
harder to find appointments.
One predominant pharmacy in Niagara is already
booking well into January. I have heard from seniors that
have called around to every pharmacy before just giving
up and hanging up. Monday’s expanded eligibility will
make this worse, Speaker. Ontario has the supply. There
are solutions the government could act on, but they
haven’t. Seniors are stuck waiting and waiting because of
Ford’s poor planning yet again. They’ve been waiting
weeks already and they still have to wait longer to finally
get their booster, even as families are getting together over
the holidays.
Will this government act and treat seniors fairly by
ramping up capacity today?
Hon. Paul Calandra: Speaker, we actually have done
just that. The member will know that when we expanded
eligibility, it was still based on when you received your
first dose. Somebody like me who—well, not a senior yet,
Mr. Speaker. I won’t be eligible to get my booster into
January.
To me, it is wonderful news. It is wonderful news to
hear that so many people are lining up to get their boosters,
Mr. Speaker. This is really good news, because we keep
hearing from the opposition that somehow people aren’t
doing it because it’s hard for them to do so. But what I’m
hearing from the member opposite is that our efforts are
working and they’re paying off and that this 90% target
we have right now, we are going to exceed and surpass it.
That is wonderful news. I do encourage people: Keep
booking. We will keep making sure that not only do we
have vaccines from the federal government, but that we
have somewhere for you to get that and that the people of
Ontario can remain safe.
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COVID-19 RESPONSE
Ms. Mitzie Hunter: My question is to the Premier.
Speaker, this is one of my last two questions I can ask this
government before the year is out. My riding of
Scarborough–Guildwood has been a COVID hot spot for
two years now. With the new variant of concern ripping
through schools and the community, people in my riding
are concerned and they’re really looking to this government for action.
With the rise of this Omicron variant now, the cases we
see are going up and up and up, and Ontarians and the
people of Scarborough–Guildwood are expecting action.
No one wants to see schools and businesses close. No
one wants another lockdown.
Yet with 1,290 cases today, what are the actions that
this Premier and his government are planning to take and
have not yet been announced to make the holidays safe for
families? Will his government provide leadership and
guidance before it is too late? What measures are you
planning to strengthen to prevent a holiday bump in 2022?
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Minister of Education.
Hon. Stephen Lecce: Mr. Speaker, we obviously are
taking action to keep families safe. We share a broad level
of concern about the Omicron variant, which is precisely
why the Minister of Health, the Premier and our entire
government have announced that over the holidays there
will be asymptomatic testing pop-up clinics across the
province of Ontario.
Within our school setting, before Omicron even came
to this country, we announced the proactive deployment of
five rapid antigen tests for every child in every school,
public or private, to ensure communities are safe upon
their return. We’ve announced the extension of term 2
funding—300 million more dollars to provide more staffing and stability within our schools. And we continue to
improve the ventilation of the schools—over $600 million.
We’re doing it in partnership with various ministers in this
government, to ensure the air standards are improved right
across Ontario. Mr. Speaker, 70,000 HEPA units are in
place as we speak, as they were in September when school
commenced.
We’ll continue to work with the Chief Medical Officer
of Health to do everything possible to keep these school
settings as safe as possible.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Supplementary.
Ms. Mitzie Hunter: Speaker, back to the minister: With
the warnings that the science table has already
suggested—that by mid-January we will be at 3,000 cases,
without factoring in the Omicron variant—why is this
government reluctant to proactively do what eventually
you must do?
I have stood in this House many times asking this government for vaccine equity for hot spot communities like
mine in Scarborough–Guildwood. We are again facing a
rise in cases, and action is needed to protect people in these
hot spots. We need vaccinations in schools during school
hours. We need fairness for families. We are running out
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of time to implement these measures before the holiday
break.
Will the minister make boosters available to those 18
and over in hot spot communities now?
Hon. Stephen Lecce: We are very committed to expanding access to vaccines for all families. That’s why
we’ve launched, for four to 11-year-olds, a vaccine program that so far leads the nation, with roughly one in four
of these elementary students already at one dose. That’s
incredible progress by any measurement, but we know
there’s more work to do.
For our high school students, we’re at over 80% doublevaccinated.
We have one of the highest rates of immunization in the
nation. We are proud of that.
Also, in addition to high rates of vaccination, we have
one of the lowest case rates for youth under 19. We have
done that through ventilation, through three-ply quality
masks, through expanded testing options.
With respect to the ongoing work, we’ve announced an
additional $304 million for expansion of testing, rapid
antigen and PCR take-home tests, which are making a
difference, to ensure our families, our communities and
our educators remain safe this holiday.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Thank you very
much. That concludes our question period.
GRACE JOHNSON
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I’m going to first
recognize the member for Ottawa South.
Mr. John Fraser: Point of order: I have some news
that’s really exciting and also kind of sad. Many of you
know Grace Johnson, my executive assistant. The exciting
part is, she’s going to be leaving my office on an adventure
that she has been planning for a long time.
I want to say this out loud—I think you all know this,
because she knows more people than I do in here: Wherever Grace is, she lifts up everybody around her. I don’t
have enough time to say all the things that she has done to
support me, and all of us. She is a wonderful person.
I’m sad to see her go, but I’m really happy at the same
time, so it’s kind of a weird time.
I used to say to Grace, “I get up every morning and I
pray for grace, and when I get to the office, you’re here.”
Sadly, that’s not going to be the case in the new year—
unless, of course, I find a new Grace, which is highly
unlikely because she’s not replaceable.
I just want to say thank you to Grace. She’s right over
there. I made her come down.
JORDAN HUNTER
Ms. Mitzie Hunter: Point of order, Speaker.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
Scarborough–Guildwood on a point of order.
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Ms. Mitzie Hunter: If I can just beg the indulgence of
the House, I would like to wish my nephew Jordan Isaac
Oscar Hunter a happy first birthday tomorrow.
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PAIGE WIGGINS
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks on a point of order.
Hon. David Piccini: I, too, would like to rise on a point
of order with exciting yet sad news for me.
I’ve had the honour of working with my executive
assistant, Paige Wiggins, since pretty much first getting
elected as a new MPP. It’s been exciting to tackle the
challenges of elected life, but I’ve done so with confidence, having Paige by my side from day one. She’s about
to embark on a new, exciting adventure, which I was just
told about a few days ago, and I wish her nothing but the
best. She’s been a remarkable asset, and I have not been
able to do my job—and the people of Northumberland–
Peterborough South have been better served having Paige
in our constituency office.
Paige, merry Christmas. Wishing you the best of luck
in your future endeavours. We’re sad to see you go.
GRACE JOHNSON
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The member for
Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound.
Mr. Bill Walker: I’d also like to congratulate Grace on
all that she’s done. She stood here as the epitome, frankly,
of the staffer that goes beyond the partisan stuff. She is
always bubbly, she’s always personable. She certainly
made John Fraser look a lot better and do a lot better things
in this House.
But we can all learn from Grace: to go across the aisle,
to do the right things, to do the proper things and not be
partisan overboard—yes, we have a job to do.
Grace, you have been a great colleague, a great ally, a
great friend. We wish you well. Ontario’s loss is certainly
England’s gain. All the very best in your future endeavours.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The government
House leader has a point of order.
Hon. Paul Calandra: This will be very underwhelming, Mr. Speaker.
I’m rising on a point of order, on standing order 58, to
outline the status of business—first to say that there will
be no night sitting this evening, which is good.
When we come back in February, we will, of course, be
dealing with a motion that we have tabled with respect to
the exciting broadcast standards of this place, based on the
hard work of the Legislative Assembly committee.
HOLIDAY MESSAGES
Hon. Paul Calandra: Before we leave, Speaker, I
would be remiss if I didn’t thank you, the Clerk and
Deputy Clerk, the table officers, the Sergeant-at-Arms and
all of the security and peace officers who have kept this
place very, very safe throughout all of this.
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I, too, have come to know Grace very well. She has
been an incredible, incredible asset, especially when we
were learning our job in the beginning, quite frankly. They
never were shy in helping us out—but also Bianca in Mr.
Schreiner’s office, as well as Jasmine and Kevin in the
opposition leader’s House office. Of course, my own
team—Patrick Kelly, who sits here and is riveted by how
exciting this place is all of the time; and, of course,
Chandni, who is now here all the time listening. Owen in
my office, Monika in my office and Rachel in my office
all do tremendous work.
I, too, am losing my chief of staff for a short period of
time. Jessica Lippert has been here for a very long time.
You all know her. She is going to be leaving on maternity
leave very soon. I was thinking of asking for unanimous
consent that we order her to call her child Paul Calandra
Lawson, but I suspect the House would not agree to that,
so I won’t go down that road.
Finally, just to say a very merry Christmas, happy
holidays and season’s greetings to everybody here. None
of us signed up for what we have had to go through over
the last number of months, but I would think that all
members of Parliament, even the ones that I very much
disagree with, have risen to the occasion and have represented their communities very, very well. It is an absolute
honour to serve with all of you. Thank you.
HOLIDAY MESSAGES
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Point of order, the
member for Timiskaming–Cochrane.
Mr. John Vanthof: On behalf of the official opposition, I would like to congratulate Jess and make it very
clear that I would say no to that unanimous consent motion.
I would like to thank everyone for all the work they do,
and for the people who we don’t see, like the people in the
cafeteria every morning—I fight very hard for that place—
and the people who ask us the seven questions every morning, and the people—sometimes we’re here a bit late at
night—who come to clean our offices. I would like to say,
once in a while we’re still there when they come. I love
this place because we all have such different backgrounds,
and I love it when our speeches talk about our different
backgrounds. But please, take the opportunity, and I’m
sure we all have, to ask the people where they come from,
the people who clean your office, the people—it’s amazing what this province and this country has offered.
We have issues here to fix, but we live in an amazing
place, and we’re about to enter into an amazing season.
We have our differences, and that will continue to happen.
The fact that we can, at least most of the time, try and settle
these differences amicably—is that the right word?
I’d like to close by—I never look good, but the people
who try, Kevin and Jasmine, they have a hard job. We all
have a hard job. But merry Christmas and happy new year.
LEGISLATIVE PAGES
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): It’s now time to,
once again, ask the pages to assemble. Our pages are hard-
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working, trustworthy and smart. They are indispensable to
all that goes on in this chamber and we’re indeed fortunate
to have them here. Our pages will now go home, having
made new friends, with a better understanding of parliamentary democracy and with memories that will last them
a lifetime. In the coming years, each of them will continue
their studies and, in time, contribute to their communities,
their province and their country in important ways. And
who knows? Maybe some of them will some day take their
seats in this House as members or staff. We wish all of
them well.
It’s been wonderful to have pages back in the chamber
this fall. I want to ask all members to please join me in
showing our appreciation for this great group of legislative
pages.
Applause.
SEASON’S GREETINGS
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Before I call the
votes, I want to express my sincere thanks to all of you,
the members of the 42nd provincial Parliament of Ontario,
as well as all the staff who inform and support the work
we do. We know that we are privileged to be elected, to be
here. We are all, staff and members alike, empowered by
the virtue of democracy. We exercise the authority granted
to us by the people and we are accountable to them. We
apply our best judgment to the challenges we face, and we
seek to encourage, to inspire and to lead. But that is not
enough.
Our collective vision must extend beyond the current
electoral cycle, past the challenging decade that we find
ourselves in, past even the next generation. It is in that
spirit that we should reflect upon Garrett Nahdee’s magnificent carving above the main entrance to the chamber,
illustrating with gentle simplicity but overwhelming
power the Seven Grandfather Teachings:
—the eagle, meaning love, unconditional and freely
given;
—the beaver, meaning wisdom for the good of all
people;
—the turtle, meaning truth, so that we never deceive;
—the bison, meaning respect, mutual and reciprocal;
—the wolf, meaning humility, knowing we are all
equal, none better than another;
—the raven, meaning honesty in all our words and
actions; and
—the bear, meaning courage to face down your adversaries with integrity and seek to do the right thing no
matter what the consequences.
All freely given to all of us at this seat of Parliament
here by the Anishinaabe peoples, who were here for
centuries before settlers arrived—timeless, yes; enlightening, yes; perfect for any governing authority including a
provincial Parliament like ours, yes.
As this year comes to a close, our hearts are filled with
gratitude for the people of Ontario who have demonstrated
enormous resilience and perseverance, extraordinary
caring and compassion, love, wisdom, truth, respect,
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humility, honesty and, above all, courage. God bless us,
everyone, at Christmas.
DEFERRED VOTES
BUILD ONTARIO ACT
(BUDGET MEASURES), 2021
LOI DE 2021 VISANT À PROTÉGER
NOS PROGRÈS ET À BÂTIR L’ONTARIO
(MESURES BUDGÉTAIRES)
Deferred vote on the motion that the question now be
put on the motion for third reading of the following bill:
Bill 43, An Act to implement Budget measures and to
enact and amend various statutes / Projet de loi 43, Loi
visant à mettre en oeuvre les mesures budgétaires et à
édicter et à modifier diverses lois.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): We now have a
deferred vote on the motion for closure on the motion for
third reading of Bill 43, An Act to implement Budget
measures and to enact and amend various statutes. On
December 7, 2021, Mr. Bethlenfalvy moved third reading
of Bill 43. On December 8, 2021, Ms. Kusendova moved
that the question be now put.
The bells will now ring for 30 minutes, during which
time members may cast their votes on Ms. Kusendova’s
motion that the question be now put. I will ask the Clerks
to please prepare the lobbies.
The division bells rang from 1150 to 1220.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): The vote on the
motion for closure on the motion for third reading of Bill
43, An Act to implement Budget measures and to enact
and amend various statutes, has taken place.
The Clerk of the Assembly (Mr. Todd Decker): The
ayes are 45; the nays are 21.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I declare the motion
carried.
Mr. Bethlenfalvy has moved third reading of Bill 43,
An Act to implement Budget measures and to enact and
amend various statutes. Is it the pleasure of the House that
the motion carry? I heard some noes.
All those in favour of the motion will please say “aye.”
All those opposed will please say “nay.”
In my opinion, the ayes have it.
The bells will now ring for 15 minutes—
Interjection: Same vote.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Same vote? Same
vote.
The Clerk of the Assembly (Mr. Todd Decker): The
ayes are 45; the nays are 21.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I declare the motion
carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): There being no further business at this time, this House stands in recess until
1 p.m.
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The House recessed from 1223 to 1300.
REPORTS BY COMMITTEES
STANDING COMMITTEE
ON PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
Mr. Taras Natyshak: I beg leave to present a report
from the Standing Committee on Public Accounts, and
move its adoption.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Mr. Natyshak
presents the committee’s report and moves its adoption.
Does the member wish to make a brief statement?
Mr. Taras Natyshak: As Chair of the Standing Committee on Public Accounts, I’m pleased to table the committee’s report today entitled, Request for a Speaker’s
Warrant to Produce Documents from Laurentian University.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the permanent
membership of the committee and substitute members
who have participated in the committee’s discussion and
report-writing process on this topic.
The committee acknowledges the assistance provided
during the discussion and report-writing deliberations by
the Office of the Auditor General, the Clerk of the Committee, parliamentary counsel and legislative research.
With that, I move adjournment of the debate.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Is it the pleasure of
the House that the motion carry? I heard some noes.
All those in favour of the motion will please say “aye.”
And all those opposed to the motion will please say
“nay.”
In my opinion, the nays have it.
The motion is lost.
Further debate?
Mr. Taras Natyshak: It is an honour to rise today. At
the outset, I’d like to thank the members of the Standing
Committee on Public Accounts. As Chair of the committee, I’ve been honoured to serve on this unique committee. For those who have never had the opportunity to
serve on the public accounts committee, it is unique in its
construct in that it requires us to put our partisanship aside
to find commonality, to find compromise, and we do that
in the public’s trust and in the best interests of the public.
Unfortunately, today, Speaker, we have been left with
no opportunity, no other option but to seek the guidance of
yourself and of our colleagues in the chamber to allow us
to do that work. As many members would know, our committee has the legislative authority to compel documents.
We have attempted to do so through the committee work
for several months, and we have been unsuccessful.
Therefore, we are left with this extraordinary process to
request the intervention of the House.
I truly hope that all members understand that this is a
measure that we, as committee members, do not take
lightly. We understand the severity of it and its implications. However, in the best interests of the public, of
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oversight, accountability and transparency for the people
of Ontario, we do so, and ask the intervention of our
colleagues in the House today.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
Hon. Paul Calandra: Mr. Speaker, the situation the
House is facing today is indeed a dire one. Yesterday, I
was asked to appear before the Standing Committee on
Public Accounts, where I and my colleague the opposition
whip received a deeply troubling report from the Chair and
members of the public accounts committee. They spoke
passionately about what can only be described as attempts
at intentional delay, obfuscation and resistance by Laurentian University and its counsel.
I’m sure the member for Aurora–Oak Ridges–Richmond
Hill will speak at length about the efforts that the Standing
Committee on Public Accounts has taken to try and obtain
these documents to date, and he is obviously more qualified than I am to detail the committee’s months-long effort
to hold Laurentian to account.
Before I continue, let me be very clear: While the
Laurentian insolvency is anything but clear, the matter
before the House is. We are considering one thing and one
thing only: the fundamental rights of Parliament. Even as
recently as last night, Laurentian University and its counsel continue to challenge this Parliament’s authority and to
conflate the process with the ongoing matters before the
Superior Court.
Mr. Speaker, this is not about any case before any other
court. This is not about any insolvency proceeding. This is
not about the right of the Auditor General to compel the
delivery of documents pursuant to her act. Those are
matters before another court, and we know because of that
it would be inappropriate for members of this House to
comment or insert themselves. The Superior Court indisputably has authority over those matters with its jurisdiction, and similarly, Parliament, exercising its judicial
function as the highest court in the province, has the
authority—the exclusive authority—over matters within
its jurisdiction.
Like I said, Mr. Speaker, this is not about any other
proceeding. This is about the rights of this place, our
ancient parliamentary rights, 1,000 years old or more—as
old as our institution and our system of government itself.
The Standing Committee on Public Accounts has
decided that it needs documents to do the work that it has
been mandated to do by this House. Laurentian has refused
to provide those documents. Laurentian has asserted that
we, as Parliament, have no right to have those documents.
So, Mr. Speaker, the obligation now falls to us in this
House to demonstrate in no uncertain terms that Laurentian is seriously mistaken. To Dr. Haché, Mr. Lacroix,
Laurentian University and counsel representing Laurentian University, I say: Dissuade yourselves immediately of
any impression that this Parliament will surrender to your
tactics. Your utter disrespect for Parliament and the people
of Ontario is shameful and we will not let it stand.
It is not simply disrespect for process; it is disrespect
for those who elected each and every member of provin-
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cial Parliament, now and throughout history. It is disrespect for the entire institution of Parliament. It is disrespect
for this great country and everything it stands for.
This House will assert its rights now and forever, for as
long as this place stands, for as long as needed to protect
our democracy. We will not relent.
Today, if this House authorizes a Speaker’s warrant for
the production of documents, it will be rare indeed, Mr.
Speaker, but it is very necessary. What is proposed here is
a significant amount of time for Laurentian to gather and
deliver those documents. They have until February 1,
2022. But to Laurentian: Do not confuse reasonableness
about timeline with an opportunity to evade this order.
Today, this House adjourns until February, but let me be
very clear: We will stop at nothing and use every tool we
have to hold Laurentian accountable to this Parliament and
to the people of Ontario.
Mr. Speaker, you know this House has many tools still
at its disposal, including significant punitive measures,
which we will not hesitate to use if the order of this House
is treated with the same disregard that other orders of the
public accounts committee have been. My advice to
Laurentian is this: End these reckless games. Submit to
Parliament’s authority. Submit to parliamentary oversight.
Submit the documents that we demand.
In closing, let me thank the Chair of the standing
committee and the members of the standing committee for
their excellent work in getting us here today.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
Mr. Michael Parsa: Regrettably, I am not pleased to
be speaking to this matter today. The Standing Committee
on Public Accounts has been working for several months
to try to obtain documents from Laurentian University in
relation to the audit which has been ordered by the
committee. The committee has conducted its work on this
file almost exclusively in closed session in an effort to be
conciliatory and reasonable in its dealings with Laurentian. However, we have reached an impasse. Dr. Robert
Haché, Laurentian’s president and vice-chancellor, and
Mr. Claude Lacroix, chair of the board of governors, have
continuously resisted this committee’s demand for the
production of documents necessary to audit the university’s finances. Further, they have actively challenged the
committee and this Parliament’s authority to demand and
receive documents.
Speaker, let me be very clear: The question we have
before us today is about the right of the committee and the
right of this Parliament to compel the delivery of documents. This is not about any cases before any other court.
This is not about the right of the Auditor General to
compel the delivery of documents herself. That is a separate matter before another court and it would not be appropriate for members of this House to comment on that case.
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The Standing Committee on Public Accounts has decided, as it has a right to do, that it needs certain documents
from Laurentian University to complete the work it is
mandated to do by this House. Speaker, this House must
assert its authority—its ancient authority older than this
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country itself—to command the production of these documents. Asserting this right is integral to the very nature of
this Parliament, and it is in the public interest that the
committee get to the bottom of the Laurentian University
insolvency.
Speaker, as you know, Laurentian University was declared insolvent and entered proceedings under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act earlier this year. This
is a publicly funded institution in dire financial circumstances, and yet they have fought this committee’s oversight vigorously.
To understand the situation we’re in, I will outline the
actions the committee has taken to date and the responses
from Laurentian. On April 28, 2021, this committee
adopted a motion that the Auditor General conduct a
value-for-money audit on Laurentian University’s operations. By October 6, the committee decided that if there
was to be any hope of this audit being completed, the
committee would have to directly demand the delivery of
documents from Laurentian University.
On October 19, Laurentian, through their counsel, responded to the committee’s request. They initially indicated a willingness to work with the committee, but
immediately made efforts to delay the disclosure of documents, suggesting they would require significantly more
time than requested by the committee. At the same time,
the university cited concerns with the disclosure of
documents related to the CCAA process and the disclosure
of documents subject to solicitor-client privilege. The
response from Laurentian incorrectly cites rulings of
Speaker Milliken and Speaker Levac, attempting to justify
that Laurentian should not have to provide the committee
privileged information.
Speaker, on October 22, the committee wrote back to
Laurentian University, clarifying that the committee
exercising its parliamentary authority has the power to
command the production of documents from Laurentian.
The committee decided that it would not publicly disclose
the documents it was requesting, in order to address Laurentian’s concerns around privilege and confidentiality, but
was firm in reiterating that the committee requires all of
the documents that it has requested. Further, the committee identified a series of documents which appeared to be
readily available and demanded the immediate disclosure
of these documents.
On October 29, Laurentian again responded to the committee through counsel, and their response claimed that
they were willing to discuss an agreement which could
allow them to disclose documents. However, they would
require Chief Justice Morawetz to mediate this dispute—
a clearly unacceptable suggestion for a parliamentary
committee.
On November 3, the committee responded to Laurentian University, asking Laurentian to answer a series of
questions relating to the university’s lack of compliance
with the committee’s order for documents. Speaker, I
won’t read each of these questions, but suffice it to say that
the committee gave Laurentian every opportunity to explain themselves and to comply.
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On November 10, Laurentian again responded to the
committee through counsel, and this response in particular
was deeply concerning. It can only be characterized as a
direct challenge to the committee and this Parliament’s
authority. Laurentian, through their counsel, stated: “I
recognize that parliamentary committees do on occasion
request documents that are subject to solicitor-client privilege. I do not necessarily accept that the committee has a
right to compel the production of such documents, in
particular from an entity that is not part of government.”
Speaker, I think all members will agree that this is
simply not the case. All of us members know that Parliament is the sole authority of its own business. There is a
long history, as old as our system of Parliament itself,
which maintains the right of Parliament to any documents
it believes it requires, including solicitor-client privileged
materials, materials subject to other privileges or even
materials subject to national security protections.
One reference I will point to is House of Commons
Procedure and Practice, third edition, which members will
know is an authoritative text on the rights, privileges and
procedures of Parliament. It states:
“Companies may be reluctant to release papers which
could jeopardize their industrial security or infringe upon
their legal obligations, particularly with regard to the
protection of personal information. Others have cited
solicitor-client privilege in refusing to allow access to
legal papers or notices.
“These types of situations have absolutely no bearing
on the power of committees to order the production of
papers and records. No statute or practice diminishes the
fullness of that power rooted in House privileges unless
there is an explicit legal provision to that effect, or unless
the House adopts a specific resolution limiting the power.
The House has never set a limit on its power to order the
production of papers and records.”
Numerous rulings from Speakers, including our own
former Speaker here, Dave Levac, confirm this simple fact
that Parliament has the right to privileged documents and
Parliament is the sole authority over its own rights.
In response to this letter, the committee asked Dr.
Haché and Mr. Lacroix to appear at committee to justify
their position and explain their plan to comply with the
committee’s request. The committee was wholly unsatisfied with the presentation made by Laurentian, and it
became clear that Laurentian does not have any intention
of fully or substantively complying with the committee’s
orders.
On November 30, Laurentian wrote to the committee
and the Auditor General’s office and proposed a resolution
to the committee’s requests for documents. Laurentian
proposed they would deliver materials, even those subject
to solicitor-client privilege, but only up to March 2020,
and certain materials after March 2020, but nothing
subject to the CCAA process. I think it’s fair to say that
members of the committee do not believe that this
disclosure would be sufficient. We have serious concerns
over what happened between March 2020 and February
2021, when the university entered CCAA proceedings.
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In addition to this, Laurentian would require that the
committee confirm this to be a full and final resolution of
the committee’s requests; they would require that the committee will not continue to seek further disclosure of
documents; and they would require that this committee
and this Parliament submit to a settlement agreement outlined in a court order from Chief Justice Morawetz.
Speaker, I think you’re aware that Parliament is the
highest court in the land, Parliament has the exclusive
authority over itself, and any such agreement would be
unprecedented in the history of our system of government.
The situation that we’re now in is that the committee
requires the documents it has requested in order to do its
work. It is my hope that the House will agree to the request
that the Speaker issue his warrant for these documents.
I know this is a rare step, Speaker, but I believe we have
no other choice. We need to assert the authority of Parliament, and we need to hold this publicly funded institution
to account.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
Mr. Jamie West: I want to start by saying, as the MPP
for Sudbury, that I’m 100% committed to the success of
Laurentian University. Laurentian is the cornerstone of
our community. There’s not a section of Sudbury that’s
not touched by Laurentian, through graduates, through the
work they do, through the research they do in our community.
I’m a good example of that. I’m a student who would
not be able to afford to go away to school. I wouldn’t have
my degree from a university if it wasn’t for Laurentian
University being in my city; it simply wouldn’t be possible. Laurentian is also the school where my son goes. It
was the school that my wife graduated from. It connects
all of us in our community, and my story is very similar to
many others.
Laurentian University’s motto is, “Send forth truth and
light,” Speaker: “Send forth truth and light.”
Sudbury is a community that cares. We would have
come together had we known that Laurentian had these
issues. We would have banded together. We are a city that
was regarded as a moonscape, where NASA sent astronauts to practise their moon landing, and we re-greened
the city by pulling together. We created a centre for excellence in health and safety—CROSH—for Laurentian
University. When there are things to be done, our community comes together and we achieve them.
We could have solved this without CCAA, but that was
not the path they chose, and 200 people lost their jobs. I
want to share one of the stories.
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Melanie was a mid-level Laurentian University administrative professional. She was supposed to begin maternity leave in August and was actually on sick leave when
this happened. Because of her termination through CCAA,
she lost her maternity leave and she lost her severance.
Last night, she contacted me. She said, “Jamie, I wanted
to circle back with you regarding my termination at
Laurentian.
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“As part of the CCAA process, they’re required to
verify certain numbers for accuracy as to what my contract
indicated I was owed for severance. My total came to ‘tens
of thousands’ and ‘the security of six months’ notice
working or paid.’
“Instead, I received two weeks’ notice.
“I was the breadwinner in my house.”
That’s the story of one worker, but there were 200.
The workers who remained are under incredible mental
health stress, doing more with less and feeling the brunt of
the frustration of the community as these secrets about
how we got here are hidden from them. It is heartbreaking,
the stories that they’ve shared with me, and they’re so
afraid, Speaker, that I’m not allowed to share them here.
The economic impact of the CCAA process at Laurentian University is estimated to be $100 million a year. As
well, the process continues, and the next step now is to sell
off assets such as the green space. The concern about
selling the green space isn’t just that it’s our walking trails
and our skating trails and a way to connect with nature;
it’s that it could lead to contaminating the drinking water
in Sudbury. Because of these things, the people of Sudbury
deserve to know how we got here.
Last night, I was on a meeting with SOS. It’s a group,
Save Our Sudbury. They came together the day after this
was announced. They’re a group of students and faculty
and workers, community members, alumni. They’re a
grassroots group. They’re fighting back against the dismantling of the federated universities at Laurentian
University by putting community pressure on all levels of
government to protect jobs at Laurentian, to respect the
demands of Indigenous and francophone communities, to
protect against the harmful impacts to the greater Sudbury
economy and to protect post-secondary education everywhere in the north.
They asked me to read this statement: “Save Our Sudbury encourages the Ontario Legislature to pass a motion
that calls for the administration and the board of governors
of Laurentian University to release all documents as
requested. We demand transparency and accountability.”
“Send forth truth and light.” That’s the motto of
Laurentian University. It has been months, from April to
December, and Laurentian University, my alma mater, has
unfortunately thumbed their nose at this Legislative
Assembly.
MPP Parsa indicated every tool that was used through
committee. I believe we’ve exhausted every tool at our
disposal to save this one, Speaker.
I’m also concerned about Laurentian’s behaviour setting a precedent for audits in the future. Rest assured other
people will be watching this, and they will be wondering,
“Maybe that’s the path I’ll take too.” There’s enough of a
stain on Laurentian’s reputation that I don’t want the
future audits to be called “the Laurentian manoeuvre.”
I join the call. I urge all of my colleagues across the
aisle, on this side of the aisle, to join me in calling for a
warrant for the documents required. Together, colleagues,
let’s send forth truth and light.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
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M France Gélinas: It is with a rather heavy heart that
I ask all of you in this House today to vote in favour of a
motion that would see our Speaker issue a warrant for
Laurentian University and its board of governors to give
us the information we need at the Standing Committee on
Public Accounts to do our work.
I want to thank all of my fellow MPPs. We explored
every option possible to try to get our work done. The
member for Aurora–Oak Ridges–Richmond Hill went
through it step by step. But I can tell you that in between
all of those steps that we took, there was lots of discussion.
Every possible option was looked at to see, how do we get
our work done?
Unfortunately, we were not successful. It didn’t matter
how hard we tried. It didn’t matter how hard we listened
to try to see if there is something in what they write, in
what they tell us, that we could work with. It was to no
avail. We tried really hard, Speaker. We did not want to
come here, but today, we’re left with no choice but to ask
each MPP in this House to vote in favour of a warrant
issued by yourself, Speaker.
I was here in 2012 when we issued such a warrant for
air ambulance. I brought it with me. I thought in my career
that would be the only one I would ever see. I want to let
you know what those warrants look like, if—most of us
have never seen one, and I hope we never see one again.
It says things like, “You are required” to produce to the
Standing Committee on Public Accounts “all documents,
records or things related to the committee’s consideration....
“If you disobey this warrant, you may be subject to
punishment, including imprisonment.”
That we have to go to such drastic measures does not
make me happy, but we have to do this. We have no other
option. I hope that I can count on each member in this
House to vote in favour of this request of the Standing
Committee on Public Accounts.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
Mme Lucille Collard: Il est évident que la gestion de
l’Université Laurentienne a connu de grandes lacunes pour
se retrouver dans la situation où elle se trouve aujourd’hui.
C’est une situation très peu enviable. Cette institution
publique, qui est censée promouvoir la relation entre les
anglophones et les francophones de l’Ontario, a été menée
jusqu’à l’échec, ce que nous ne pouvons que constater et
regretter amèrement aujourd’hui. Elle a perdu la confiance
de la communauté de Sudbury, et la seule façon de pouvoir
rétablir cette confiance-là, c’est pour elle d’être
collaborative et d’être transparente en soumettant les
documents qui sont demandés.
On sait que depuis plusieurs mois, l’Université
Laurentienne s’obstine et refuse de soumettre les
documents qui sont nécessaires pour que cette Assemblée
puisse faire son travail correctement. Monsieur le
Président, il est maintenant de votre devoir d’émettre un
mandat pour que l’Université Laurentienne fournisse ce
qui lui est demandé. C’est une question de suprématie
parlementaire.
me
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Le message que doit envoyer cette Assemblée à
l’Université Laurentienne est simple : l’Université
Laurentienne est une institution publique qui reçoit des
fonds publics, alors quand l’Assemblée demande de voir
les documents financiers, elle n’a pas d’autre choix que de
les fournir.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
Mlle Amanda Simard: I arrived just on time. Great. I
wasn’t planning on speaking, but this is so important.
As some of my colleagues know, I worked on Parliament Hill for eight years. The member I worked for
actually was the Vice-Chair of the rules, procedures and
the rights of Parliament committee, so I understand very
well how rare this is. We only use it when we absolutely
need to, and I think that this just speaks to how important
this is.
I’m not going to repeat what my colleagues on both
sides of the House have said—they spoke so well—but I
did want to add that we have to think about the students
and the alumni, because Laurentian is a part of them. It’s
very important that we have a strong Laurentian and that
the reputation is rebuilt.
The first step to do that is to have access to those documents. We need transparency, we need to rebuild the trust,
and we need to make sure that in the future, we have a
strong Laurentian. We can’t do that if we don’t know what
happened. You don’t go bankrupt overnight, right? This is
a long process, and it can help us understand how to move
forward and learn from what happened. So I think that it’s
only good if we have the information.
That’s all I will say for today, but I want to thank my
colleagues for bringing this issue forward, and I want to
thank the committee and all the members, and I hope that
they will support this.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Further debate?
Mr. Natyshak has moved the adoption of the committee’s recommendations. Is it the pleasure of the House that
the motion carry? I declare the motion carried.
Report adopted.
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INTRODUCTION OF BILLS
RIGHT TO TIMELY MENTAL
HEALTH AND ADDICTION CARE
FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH
ACT, 2021
LOI DE 2021 SUR LE DROIT
DES ENFANTS ET DES JEUNES
À DES SOINS DE SANTÉ MENTALE
ET AU TRAITEMENT DE TOXICOMANIES
EN TEMPS OPPORTUN
Ms. Karpoche moved first reading of the following bill:
Bill 79, An Act to enact the Right to Timely Mental
Health and Addiction Care for Children and Youth Act,
2021 / Projet de loi 79, Loi édictant la Loi de 2021 sur le
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droit des enfants et des jeunes à des soins de santé mentale
et au traitement de toxicomanies en temps opportun.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Is it the pleasure of
the House that the motion carry?
First reading agreed to.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I’ll invite the
member, if she wishes, to briefly explain her bill.
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: The COVID-19 pandemic has
brought mental health and addiction issues for children
and youth to a crisis point. As we all know, early interventions are more effective in addressing health issues of
all kinds.
This bill enacts the Right to Timely Mental Health and
Addiction Care for Children and Youth Act. The act
requires the minister to ensure that a person who is less
than 26 years old, resides in Ontario and has been deemed
to require a mental health or addiction service receives
access to the required mental health or addiction service
within 30 days of being deemed to require the service.
LOCAL CHOICE FOR LOCAL
ELECTIONS ACT (RANKED BALLOT
BY-LAWS), 2021
LOI DE 2021 FAVORISANT LA PRISE
DE DÉCISIONS À L’ÉCHELLE LOCALE
(RÈGLEMENTS MUNICIPAUX
SUR LE SCRUTIN PRÉFÉRENTIEL)
Ms. Hunter moved first reading of the following bill:
Bill 80, An Act to amend the City of Toronto Act, 2006,
the Municipal Act, 2001 and the Election Act with respect
to ranked ballot by-laws for council elections / Projet de
loi 80, Loi modifiant la Loi de 2006 sur la cité de Toronto,
la Loi de 2001 sur les municipalités et la Loi électorale en
ce qui concerne les règlements municipaux sur le scrutin
préférentiel pour les élections au conseil.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Is it the pleasure of
the House that the motion carry?
First reading agreed to.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): I’ll invite the
member to briefly explain her bill.
Ms. Mitzie Hunter: It is an honour to rise in the House
today on behalf of my constituents of Scarborough–
Guildwood to reintroduce my private member’s bill, the
Local Choice for Local Elections Act (Ranked Ballot ByLaws), 2021. This is an important issue facing our municipalities and the people of Ontario. After municipalities
elected their representatives by ranked ballot and others
prepared to hold ranked-ballot elections, this government
unilaterally revoked the right for municipalities to choose
the way that they elect their local government.
This bill would allow municipal councils to pass a
bylaw adopting a ranked-ballot election for the election of
members of their councils. If ratified, the bylaws will
modify the application of the Municipal Elections Act,
1996, and its regulations.
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The Election Act is amended to provide that, for greater
certainty, the Chief Electoral Officer’s functions and responsibilities under the Municipal Elections Act, 1996,
apply with respect to anything necessary for the purposes
of ranked-ballot elections under the City of Toronto Act,
2006, and the Municipal Act, 2001.
PROTECTING VULNERABLE PERSONS
IN SUPPORTIVE LIVING
ACCOMMODATION ACT, 2021
LOI DE 2021 SUR LA PROTECTION
DES PERSONNES VULNÉRABLES
DANS LES LOGEMENTS SUPERVISÉS
Mr. Burch moved first reading of the following bill:
Bill 81, An Act to establish a framework for the
licensing of supportive living accommodation / Projet de
loi 81, Loi établissant un cadre pour la délivrance de
permis d’exploitation de logements supervisés.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Is it the pleasure of
the House that the motion carry? Carried.
First reading agreed to.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Would the member
like to explain his bill?
Mr. Jeff Burch: The bill requires persons who operate
a supportive living accommodation in specified circumstances to hold a licence issued by the minister. It provides
for a framework, to be supplemented by regulations,
governing applications for and the issuance of licences, the
obligations of persons who operate a supportive living
accommodation under the authority of a licence, inspections and complaints.
DAY OF REMEMBRANCE
AND ACTION AGAINST ANTI-ASIAN
RACISM ACT, 2021
LOI DE 2021 SUR LA JOURNÉE
DU SOUVENIR ET D’ACTION CONTRE
LE RACISME ANTI-ASIATIQUE
Ms. Karpoche moved first reading of the following bill:
Bill 82, An Act to proclaim May 10 as the Day of
Remembrance and Action Against Anti-Asian Racism /
Projet de loi 82, Loi proclamant le 10 mai comme Journée
du souvenir et d’action contre le racisme anti-asiatique.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Is it the pleasure of
the House that the motion carry? Carried.
First reading agreed to.
The Speaker (Hon. Ted Arnott): Does the member
care to briefly explain her bill?
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: While discrimination, harassment and hate crimes targeting Asian people are not new
issues, anti-Asian racism reached new heights during the
pandemic, including here in Ontario.
The government of Ontario must help address this
rising tide of anti-Asian racism, fight systemic discrimination and ensure that people in Asian communities across
the province are safe, respected and supported.
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This starts with recognition and commitment to action,
and this bill seeks to take that step by declaring May 10 as
a provincial day of remembrance and action to address
anti-Asian racism.
PETITIONS
LAND USE PLANNING
Ms. Bhutila Karpoche: On behalf of my constituents
in Parkdale–High Park, I would like to table this petition
titled “Stop Highway 413.
“To the Legislative Assembly of Ontario:
“Whereas the Ontario government is pushing ahead
with plans to build Highway 413, a redundant and wasteful
400-series highway through the greenbelt that would cost
taxpayers an estimated $10 billion or more; and
“Whereas according to a TorStar/National Observer
investigation entitled ‘Friends with Benefits?’ powerful
developers and land speculators with political and donor
ties to the Premier and the PC Party of Ontario own
thousands of acres along the proposed highway corridor
and would profit from its construction, suggesting that this
$10-billion taxpayer-funded highway is about serving the
private interests of the Premier’s friends and ... not the
public interest; and
“Whereas the Ontario government’s expert panel
concluded in 2017 that Highway 413 would be a waste of
taxpayer money that would only save drivers 30 to 60
seconds on their commutes; and
“Whereas that expert panel identified less costly and
less destructive alternatives to new highway construction,
such as making better use of the underused Highway 407,
just 15 km away; and
“Whereas Highway 413 would pave over 400 acres of
the greenbelt and 2,000 acres of farmland, destroy the
habitats of at-risk and endangered species, and pollute
rivers and streams; and
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“Whereas building more highways encourages more
vehicle use and increases traffic and congestion; and
“Whereas the highway would cause significant harm to
historic Indigenous sites;
“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assembly of Ontario as follows:
“Stop the plans for building Highway 413.”
I support this petition and will affix my signature to it.
TENANT PROTECTION
Mr. Wayne Gates: “To the Legislative Assembly of
Ontario:
“Whereas the population of land lease homeowners in
Ontario numbers 26,000-plus women and men, mostly
seniors, in 12,000-plus homes in 72 communities, with
thousands more under development; and
“Whereas land lease homeowners live in self-owned
homes on rented property; and
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“Whereas, from a land lease homeowner’s perspective,
the Residential Tenancies Act has not been revisited since
2006; and
“Whereas the land lease housing environment has
changed dramatically; and
“Whereas many land lease homeowners feel the current
practices of certain landlords are contentious and must be
addressed;
“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assembly of Ontario as follows:
“To direct the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing to work in committee with appointed representatives from the Ontario land lease homeowners’ action
group, to review and revise the Residential Tenancies Act
and related legislation to ensure that land lease homeowners are treated fairly, justly and equitably under the
Tribunals Ontario system, specifically when matters
appear before the Landlord and Tenant Board.”
I’ll sign my name to this and give it to page Ellie.
ROAD SAFETY
Ms. Doly Begum: I have a petition here entitled
“Protecting Vulnerable Road Users.
“To the Legislative Assembly of Ontario:
“Whereas vulnerable road users are not specifically
protected by law; and
“Whereas Ontario’s Highway Traffic Act allows
drivers who seriously injure or kill a vulnerable road user
to avoid meaningful consequences, facing only minimal
fines; and
“Whereas the friends and families of victims are unsatisfied with the lack of consequences and the government’s responses to traffic accidents that result in death or
injury to a vulnerable road user;
“Therefore we, the undersigned, petition the
Legislative Assembly of Ontario to direct the government
of Ontario to commit to reducing the number of traffic
fatalities and injuries to vulnerable road users; create
meaningful consequences that ensure responsibility and
accountability for drivers who share the road with
pedestrians, cyclists, road construction workers,
emergency responders and other vulnerable road users;
allow friends and family of vulnerable road users whose
death or serious injury was caused by an offending driver
to have their victim impact statement heard in person, in
court, by the driver responsible.”
Speaker, I fully support this petition, will affix my
signature to it and give it to page Nathaniel.
LAND USE PLANNING
Ms. Doly Begum: I have a petition here to stop the 413
and stop the Bradford Bypass.
“To the Legislative Assembly of Ontario:
“Whereas the proposed Bradford Bypass is a $2.2billion, taxpayer-funded, 16.2-km, four-to-six-lane highway through the greenbelt between Highways 400 and the
404;
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“Whereas according to a Toronto Star/National Observer investigation, the main beneficiaries of this project
are land speculators with political and donor ties to the
Premier and the PC Party of Ontario, and together own
nearly 3,000 acres of land along the proposed highway
corridor;
“Whereas the highway would” cut “through 27
waterways, damaging prime farmland, wetlands, woodlands, and significant wildlife habitat;
“Whereas the most recent EA for the project is nearly
25 years old, and this PC government has exempted it from
the Environmental Assessment Act;
“Whereas due to this exemption, the government is now
free to ignore impacts on agriculture, fish and fish habitat,
property, human health, air quality, greenhouse gas
emissions, and other impacts that would have otherwise
required an updated assessment under the act;
“Whereas the highway will also destroy one of
Canada’s most significant archaeological/historical sites,
the Lower Landing...;
“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assembly of Ontario as follows:
“To cancel the politically driven, wasteful and destructive plan for the Bradford Bypass, and redirect all funding
for the Bradford Bypass into investments that better serve
the regional transportation and mobility needs, including
evidence-based plans for transit and regional road improvements, and other investments in the public interest.”
Speaker, I fully support this petition, will affix my
signature to it and give it to page Alfie.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): I
recognize the member from Aurora–Oak Ridges–
Richmond Hill on a point of order.
Mr. Michael Parsa: I seek unanimous consent to move
a motion without notice respecting the passage of private
bills.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Mr.
Parsa is seeking unanimous consent to move a motion
without notice respecting the passage of private bills. Is it
agreed? Agreed.
The member for Aurora–Oak Ridges–Richmond Hill.
Mr. Michael Parsa: I move that the orders for second
and third reading of the following private bills shall be
called consecutively and the questions on the motions for
second and third reading of the bills be put immediately
without debate:
Bill Pr51, An Act to revive Adventure Learning
Experiences Inc.;
Bill Pr52, An Act to revive 1921628 Ontario Inc.;
Bill Pr53, An Act to revive 1664503 Ontario Inc.;
Bill Pr55, An Act to revive New Edinburgh Property
Management Service Ltd.;
Bill Pr56, An Act to revive 2238990 Ontario Inc.;
Bill Pr57, An Act to revive Total Pest Management
Services Ltd.;
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Bill Pr58, An Act to revive Vos Food Store Equipment
Ltd.; and
That the member for Aurora–Oak Ridges–Richmond
Hill may move the motions for second and third readings
of Bills Pr51, Pr52, Pr53, Pr55, Pr56, Pr57 and Pr58 on
behalf of their respective sponsors.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Mr.
Parsa has moved that the orders for second and third
reading of the following private bills shall be called
consecutively and the questions on the motions—
Interjection: Dispense.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French):
Dispense? Dispense.
Is it the pleasure of the House that the motion carry?
Carried.
Motion agreed to.
ORDERS OF THE DAY
ADVENTURE LEARNING
EXPERIENCES INC. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mrs. Wai, moved second
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr51, An Act to revive Adventure Learning
Experiences Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
ADVENTURE LEARNING
EXPERIENCES INC. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mrs. Wai, moved third reading
of the following bill:
Bill Pr51, An Act to revive Adventure Learning
Experiences Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
1921628 ONTARIO INC.
ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mrs. Wai, moved second
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr52, An Act to revive 1921628 Ontario Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
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1921628 ONTARIO INC.
ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mrs. Wai, moved third reading
of the following bill:
Bill Pr52, An Act to revive 1921628 Ontario Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
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1664503 ONTARIO INC.
ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mr. Coe, moved second reading
of the following bill:
Bill Pr53, An Act to revive 1664503 Ontario Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
1664503 ONTARIO INC.
ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mr. Coe, moved third reading
of the following bill:
Bill Pr53, An Act to revive 1664503 Ontario Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
NEW EDINBURGH PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT SERVICE LTD.
ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Madame Collard, moved second
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr55, An Act to revive New Edinburgh Property
Management Service Ltd.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
NEW EDINBURGH PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT SERVICE LTD.
ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Madame Collard, moved third
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr55, An Act to revive New Edinburgh Property
Management Service Ltd.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
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2238990 ONTARIO INC. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mrs. Wai, moved second
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr56, An Act to revive 2238990 Ontario Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
2238990 ONTARIO INC. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mrs. Wai, moved third reading
of the following bill:
Bill Pr56, An Act to revive 2238990 Ontario Inc.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
TOTAL PEST MANAGEMENT
SERVICES LTD. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mr. Dave Smith, moved second
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr57, An Act to revive Total Pest Management
Services Ltd.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
TOTAL PEST MANAGEMENT
SERVICES LTD. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mr. Dave Smith, moved third
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr57, An Act to revive Total Pest Management
Services Ltd.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
VOS FOOD STORE
EQUIPMENT LTD. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mr. Bouma, moved second
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr58, An Act to revive Vos Food Store Equipment
Ltd.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
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VOS FOOD STORE
EQUIPMENT LTD. ACT, 2021
Mr. Parsa, on behalf of Mr. Bouma, moved third
reading of the following bill:
Bill Pr58, An Act to revive Vos Food Store Equipment
Ltd.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is it
the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Be it resolved that the bill do now pass and be entitled
as in the motion.
Third reading agreed to.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): I
recognize the government House leader.
Hon. Paul Calandra: Madam Speaker, Her Honour
awaits.

1400

Her Honour the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario
entered the chamber of the Legislative Assembly and took
her seat upon the throne.

ROYAL ASSENT
SANCTION ROYALE
Hon. Elizabeth Dowdeswell (Lieutenant Governor):
Pray be seated.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): May
it please Your Honour, the Legislative Assembly of the
province has, at its present meetings thereof, passed
certain bills to which, in the name of and on behalf of the
said Legislative Assembly, I respectfully request Your
Honour’s assent.
The Deputy Clerk (Mr. Trevor Day): The following
are the titles of the bills to which Your Honour’s assent is
prayed:
An Act to proclaim Non-Profit Sector Appreciation
Week / Loi proclamant la Semaine de reconnaissance du
secteur sans but lucratif.
An Act to proclaim the month of May as Polish
Heritage Month / Loi proclamant le mois de mai Mois du
patrimoine polonais.
An Act to proclaim May as Anti-Asian Racism
Education Month / Loi proclamant le mois de mai Mois de
sensibilisation au racisme anti-asiatique.
An Act to enact the Fixing Long-Term Care Act, 2021
and amend or repeal various Acts / Loi visant à édicter la
Loi de 2021 sur le redressement des soins de longue durée
et à modifier ou à abroger diverses lois.
An Act to implement Budget measures and to enact and
amend various statutes / Loi visant à mettre en oeuvre les
mesures budgétaires et à édicter et à modifier diverses lois.
An Act to proclaim March as Endometriosis Awareness
Month / Loi proclamant le mois de mars Mois de
sensibilisation à l’endométriose.
An Act to proclaim the month of August as
Emancipation Month / Loi proclamant le mois d’août
Mois de l’émancipation.
An Act to revive Adventure Learning Experiences Inc.
An Act to revive 1921628 Ontario Inc.
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An Act to revive 1664503 Ontario Inc.
An Act to revive New Edinburgh Property Management Service Ltd.
An Act to revive 2238990 Ontario Inc.
An Act to revive Total Pest Management Services Ltd.
An Act to revive Vos Food Store Equipment Ltd.
The Clerk of the Assembly (Mr. Todd Decker): In
Her Majesty’s name, Her Honour the Lieutenant Governor
assents to these bills.
Au nom de Sa Majesté, Son Honneur la lieutentantegouverneure sanctionne ces projets de loi.
Hon. Elizabeth Dowdeswell (Lieutenant Governor):
Mr. Speaker, with your permission, if I may: This has been
a challenging year for you and for all of us, and I want to
reflect for just a moment on the resilience of Ontarians.
I’ve had the privilege of being able to speak to hundreds
of leaders across this province, north to south, east to west,
and while many of those stories have been poignant stories
of grief and loss—and I’m sure you’ve heard them as
well—there have been other wonderful comments about
courage, stories of creativity and stories of community
building. Those are the ones that I got to hear personally,
and while those comments and discussions remain private,
there are some observations that I would quickly make.
People have told me consistently, for example, about
the importance of collaboration and particularly how much
they value when all orders of government are actually
working together. I heard that consistently, conversation
after conversation.
Secondly, I heard about people’s growing confidence
in science and, in fact, the real value of evidence-based
policy-making.
Thirdly, I heard people talk to me about how much they
didn’t understand about interdependence, whether it’s the
interdependence of our country and others around the
world when it comes to supply chains, when it comes to
vaccinations, but also interdependence between sectors
that we tend to think of as separate, the social sector and
the economic sector, and how you can’t think of one
without the other.
Finally—and these are just four of the many observations that I would make—and perhaps it’s one of the more
important ones, and that’s the observation about inequities. Some of them are long-standing; some of them
have become much more amplified as we’ve gone through
this period of COVID.
The reason I mentioned this is because my second
message today is to say thank you. Thank you to each and
every one of you in the House for your dedication, for the
work that you have done to help Ontarians achieve some
form of resilience. I do not underestimate both the impact
and the stress that it’s had on each of you, but I also do not
underestimate the value of the dedicated work that you do.
We will be moving into a period of some transition to
some form of normalcy. It will not be the old normal, and
I’m hoping that we will find a way to actually create a
better normal—not even a new normal but a better normal.
As we go through this transition, the citizens of this
province will be looking to you in this House to help guide
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those conversations, because we have to have conversations about who’s important, who matters, what matters,
and that is such an important aspect of the work you do.
So you will be needed more than ever in the time ahead,
and as you head home to be with family and friends and
take some time to breathe again, it is knowing that you’re
going to be called upon even more in the months ahead.
I hope that, most of all, you will continue to have good
health. That’s what I would wish for each and every one
of you, first and foremost, but I also hope that you’ll find
some joy, some ability to enjoy your families, to take time
with them, to have great satisfaction in the year to come.
And I hope you’ll all be kind to one another.
All best wishes for the holiday season, however you
choose to celebrate it, and all best wishes for the year
ahead. Thank you. Merci. Meegwetch.
Her Honour was then pleased to retire.
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The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French):
Orders of the day?
Hon. Paul Calandra: I think if you seek it, you will
find unanimous consent to see the clock at 6.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): The
government House leader is seeking unanimous consent to
see the clock at 6. Is it agreed? Agreed.
PRIVATE MEMBERS’
PUBLIC BUSINESS
HUNGARIAN HERITAGE MONTH
ACT, 2021
LOI DE 2021 SUR LE MOIS
DU PATRIMOINE HONGROIS
Mr. Cuzzetto moved second reading of the following
bill:
Bill 50, An Act to proclaim Hungarian Heritage
Month / Projet de loi 50, Loi proclamant le Mois du
patrimoine hongrois.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Pursuant to standing order 101, the member has 12 minutes
for his presentation.
Mr. Rudy Cuzzetto: It’s a great honour rise today to
speak on Bill 50, Hungarian Heritage Month Act. If
passed, this bill would proclaim the month of October as
Hungarian Heritage Month in Ontario.
Speaker, for over a century, Hungarian Canadians have
made incredible contributions to every aspect of life in
Ontario. Waves of immigrants began to arrive from
Hungary in the early 20th century to work in Ontario’s
steel industry and to help build the Welland Canal, where
the Hungarian Self Culture Society of Welland celebrated
its 100th anniversary earlier this year. Today, the canal
remains an important link in the St. Lawrence Seaway,
between Lake Ontario and Lake Erie.
Personally, I have many fond memories of watching my
sons compete in canoe and kayak regattas along the canal.
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One of their coaches at the Mississauga Canoe Club was
the great Hungarian sprint canoer, Tamás Buday, who won
two Olympic medals in Montreal in 1976. More recently,
he has had a very important role in the success of the
Canadian national canoe and kayak sprint team and the
growth of the Mississauga Canoe Club. It was great to get
to know him when I served on the board and as property
manager at the club. I was proud to congratulate him in
October when he was named to the Hungarian Gold
Excellence Cross by President János Áder to honour his
great work developing Hungarian Canadian sport-diplomat relations.
Another Hungarian Canadian served as my member of
Parliament for 18 years in Mississauga South. Paul Szabo
served as chair of the ethics committee, and he was voted
as the hardest-working MP three years in a row. Although
he served as a Liberal, I was honoured to have his support
for my campaign.
And here, of course, I was honoured to serve as parliamentary assistant to our Hungarian Canadian Minister of
Finance for two years, at the Treasury Board.
Speaker, one of the Hungarians who escaped to Canada
after the Nazi occupation of Hungary in 1944 was the great
businessman and philanthropist Peter Munk. He arrived in
Canada speaking little English, but he went on to build
many successful companies, including Barrick Gold, the
largest gold-mining corporation in the world. Four years
ago, not far from here, he announced a $100-million
donation to the Peter Munk Cardiac Centre, the single
largest contribution to a Canadian hospital in history. He
said it was to repay a debt to this country. He said, “You
opened the door. You gave us everything.” As a survivor
of heart valve disease living with a mechanical heart valve
myself, I understand how important this gift is to so many
Ontario families.
I chose the month of October for this bill because the
Hungarian uprising began on October 23, 1956, and
Hungary finally became a democratic republic on October
23, 1989. This day is celebrated every year as Hungarian
Republic Day. Sixty-five years ago Hungarians were suffering under an oppressive Communist regime that destroyed their country and standard of living.
Tibor Lukacs at the Rákoczi Foundation, an organization that educates Canadians about the history of
Hungarian immigrants to Canada, said living in Communist Hungary was “pretty much hell.” Families lived in
fear the secret police would knock on your door in the
middle of the night, or their loved ones would disappear,
never to be heard from again.
On October 23, 1956, Hungarians rose up against this
regime, especially after the secret police opened fire on
unarmed university students who were protesting in Budapest. When Soviet army tanks invaded Hungary to suppress the uprising, tens of thousands were arrested and
either imprisoned, executed or deported to the Soviet
Union. Some just disappeared without a trace.
So a great Hungarian exodus began, and more than
200,000 refugees escaped across the border to Austria,
with many fearing for their lives. At the time, Speaker,
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there were only two countries in the world that accepted
Hungarian refugees without quotas, Venezuela and Canada. So 37,565 Hungarians were welcomed to this country
and about 20,000 came to Ontario. They escaped communist tyranny and found a new home in Canada.
Many became leaders in business, arts and science, and
they made important contributions both small and large
right across Ontario. One became my family doctor. Dr.
Eric Farkas came to Canada after the uprising and he
served our community for 42 years. He was a staff member
at the Mississauga Hospital, where he delivered many
babies—and myself. His office at Lakeshore and John
Street in Port Credit has become my constit office today.
Frank Hasenfratz was a leader in the uprising. His unit
destroyed two Soviet tanks. He knew that if he stayed in
Hungary, he would probably be tortured or executed or
end up in the gulag in Siberia, so he came to Ontario and
he went to work in a machine shop, making fuel pumps for
the Ford Motor Co. Having worked at Ford myself for over
31 years, most recently as a vehicle auditor, I can appreciate his frustration when he realized about a quarter of the
fuel pumps were defective. He quit the company and won
a contract to supply pumps himself from a one-man
machine shop in his home basement near Guelph. His
firm, Linamar, is now one of the largest auto parts manufacturers in the world. It employs tens of thousands of
people, with a market cap of $5 billion.
When the Premier made an important announcement in
Guelph just a few weeks ago about the future of Ontario’s
auto sector, he did it at the Frank Hasenfratz Centre for
Excellence in Manufacturing. Like Peter Munk and so
many others, Hasenfratz has given back to Ontario, with
the largest-ever donation to Guelph General Hospital and
$5 million in scholarships for women in engineering and
business at Western University in London.
Another refugee, Anna Porter, escaped Hungary with
her mother in 1956 and went on to write many awardwinning books, both fiction and non-fiction. She founded
Key Porter Books in Toronto in 1982, and it grew into the
largest and most respected Canadian-owned publishing
house, publishing many national figures, from Farley
Mowat to Jean Chrétien and Conrad Black to Margaret
Atwood.
Robert Lantos, another 1956 refugee, produced some of
the most iconic Canadian films, from David Cronenberg’s
Crash to Barney’s Version, and TV series, from Due South
to North of 60. His company became the largest producer
of Canadian films and television.
Zoltan Remenyi owned the Remenyi House of Music
in Budapest until the Communist regime confiscated his
entire inventory. After the uprising, he came to Toronto
and he set up a new Remenyi House of Music in Yorkville,
right across the street from the Royal Conservatory of
Music, which is run by another Hungarian immigrant,
Peter Simon.
Another 1956 refugee, William Mihalik, recognized
many new Hungarian immigrants weren’t able to get jobs
in their own field and had to take entry-level jobs as
waiters. This is a problem, Speaker, that we’re actually
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fixing today, 65 years later, with the Working for Workers
Act. But at the time, William recognized these new
Hungarian waiters—doctors, lawyers, engineers, teachers
and other skilled professionals—would need new work
clothes for the hospitality sector, and he collected them
from thrift shop stores, sometimes trading bottles of
whisky for used black pants and white shirts. His business
has grown into the iconic Tom’s Place, run by William’s
son, Tom, in Kensington Market. The family has given
generously to support the Hospital for Sick Children and
the Michael Garron Hospital, another others.
1420

Andrew Sarlos had been imprisoned in Hungary for his
liberal views while studying economics at the University
of Budapest. In 1956, he joined the uprising, and then, like
others, he escaped to Ontario where he became a successful Bay Street investor. From an initial investment of $500,
he soon ran a private trust fund with assets of over $500
million. At one point, Speaker, so many people wanted to
buy shares in his firm, that trading at the TSE had to be
stopped for four hours. He’s served on the board of the
University of Waterloo, Toronto General Hospital and
many more.
Speaker, these are just a few stories of many. Dr. Susan
Papp-Aykler, president of the Rákoczi Foundation has an
exhibit on the history of the Hungarian exodus in partnership with the Multicultural History Society of Ontario,
and I encourage everyone to visit 1956memorial.com to
learn more.
The consul general of Hungary in Toronto, Mr. Valér
Palkovits told me, “In their time of need, Hungarians were
welcomed by Ontario. Through the kindness and inspiration of the people here, Hungarians have been able to
prosper in their new home. The Hungarians’ hard work,
culture and innovative thinking is a treasure Ontario has
embraced” for years.
The studio Hello Wood created a monument, the
Tunnel Through Time, that symbolizes the journey of the
Hungarian refugees to Canada. Complete with over 37,000
wooden pieces—one for each Hungarian refugee in
1956—the tunnel begins with a Hungarian flag with a hole
cut in the middle, representing how Hungarians cut the
Communist coat of arms from their flag during the
uprising. The tunnel then transforms into an exit shaped
like the Canadian maple leaf. First displayed at Budapest
Park in Toronto, the monument is now on display at Árpád
Park in Niagara Falls, and I encourage everyone to visit, if
you can.
Today, Canada is home to over 350,000 people of
Hungarian descent, plus Hungarian-speaking immigrants
from other areas of Europe. Nearly half live in Ontario.
Speaker, on their behalf, I ask all members for their
support and approval today on Bill 50 to help recognize
the incredible contribution of Ontarians of Hungarian
descent and their important role in our economy, our culture and identity of Ontario. This includes the importance
of Ontario’s acceptance of Hungarian refugees as a turning
point that helped to shape our open and welcoming views
on immigration—
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The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French):
Thank you.
Further debate?
Mr. Jeff Burch: I want to thank my friend from
Mississauga–Lakeshore for a very well-researched presentation. It’s a great pleasure to stand and support this bill
to make October Hungarian Heritage Month in Ontario.
It’s great timing, not only because it’s long overdue, but
I happened to have a Christmas lunch on Sunday at the
Hungarian Hall in Welland. They have a great tradition of
welcoming MPs and MPPs many times a year, after
church with the entire congregation, for lunch either at
their hall or at the church. It goes back probably more than
50 years to Mel Swart, Peter Kormos, Cindy Forster and
now myself. The food and hospitality is really second to
none.
The Hungarian Self Culture Society of Welland was
established June 26, 1921, electing Ferenczi Janos as their
first president. The intention of the society was to preserve
their Hungarian language, culture and traditions and keep
alive memories of the homeland. It was also important that
they help foster pride, loyalty and respect for their adoptive new home, Canada. In addition, the society provided
assistance to members affected by illness or bereavement.
This benefit continued all the way up until the late 1960s.
The Hungarian Self Culture Society was incorporated
in 1924 in Welland, Ontario. That same year, the property
on the corner of Park Street and Hellems Avenue was
purchased for $500 with borrowed funds, which were fully
paid back before construction even started, and the community is very, very proud of that history. With additional
contributions from the executive and the Plymouth
Cordage Co., construction began that summer. By the end
of the year, the building was erected at a cost of a little
over $5,000 and was dedicated on January 1, 1925.
Through the help of generous donations from friends and
family, along with wisely managed funds, the loans for the
building were paid in full within just three years.
Over the next six years, a large number of Hungarian
immigrants arrived in Welland. They were attracted by
jobs in construction on the Welland Canal, as my friend
mentioned, and other local industries. A number of Hungarians came to Welland from western Canada when they
lost their farms during the dust bowl period. New
immigrants who moved here found support from family
and friends already established. Immigrants who owned
homes took in boarders and new immigrants to supplement their income. The majority of the Hungarian population in Welland lived in the King, Regent, Burgar and
Lincoln streets area.
Today, the Hungarian Self Culture Society is celebrating their 100-year anniversary. Their hall is the oldest
cultural hall in Canada that has its own building, unattached to another venue such as a church.
I’d just like to quote one of the stakeholders and one of
the people from Welland who I was speaking to: “Hungarians who came to this province throughout more than
100 years have enriched it with their tremendous hard
work and skills as entrepreneurs, engineers, educators,
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scientists and agricultural producers. Hungarian Heritage
Month will provide Ontarians of Hungarian origin with the
opportunity to share their rich ... culture of music, the
culinary arts and dance with their fellow citizens of this
great province.”
And I can tell you, Speaker, from my work in the
settlement sector with the multicultural centre, that there
are four things that people from all over the world have in
common, whether they’re from Africa, South America, the
Middle East or Europe, and that’s food, music, dance and
soccer. The Hungarians love their soccer, as well.
And so, I’d like to thank the Hungarian Self Culture
Society for their incredible hospitality, their contributions
to the Welland and Niagara community. To the member
and all the members of this House, thank you, on behalf of
my Hungarian constituents and all the people of Welland
who have been so enriched by the Hungarian people and
their culture.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
Hon. Peter Bethlenfalvy: Good afternoon, everyone,
and thank you to my colleague and my colleague opposite
for those remarks. Today I’m here to voice my support for
Bill 50, the Hungarian Heritage Month Act, 2021.
In Canada, our welcoming spirit towards immigrants
has forged our country into one of the most prosperous in
the world. As many of you know, and some of you may
not, I am the son of Hungarian immigrants, and I take great
pride in my heritage.
People of Hungarian descent have contributed, as we
heard earlier, so much to Ontario and to Canada, from their
skills and expertise that have helped expand our workforce
and our economy to the art and culture that makes life here
in Ontario so much richer—and, of course, let’s not forget
the Welland Canal, as was mentioned, which was built in
large part by Hungarians who immigrated after World War
II.
If I could take a moment and just tell a little of my
family’s own story: My mother was nine years old, living
in Hungary during World War II, when my grandfather
decided they had to go, including his parents, my greatgrandparents, three of whom I was fortunate enough to
know. You can imagine the risks, in 1943 and in 1944;
they were considerable. It was not easy to just make a
decision to pick up and leave for the west. The threat was
very real. Eventually, my mother’s family settled in Port
Colborne, where there was a sizable Hungarian community.
On my father’s side, he left when he was 19. After the
Iron Curtain went up, he never saw his parents—my
grandparents, who I never met—again. He sacrificed so
much to build a better life here.
Eventually, my father and my mother met here in
Toronto and, luckily for me, they got married. My parents
never took for granted that, in this province, they could
pursue an education, find good jobs and raise a family.
They understood how fortunate we all are to be in this
great place, and they have given me a real feeling of
gratitude for the peace, safety and prosperity of Ontario,
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like the hundreds of thousands of immigrants who came
before and after and who were here at the beginning. They
knew that if they taught their children the right values, like
hard work, decency, honesty and, most importantly,
gratitude, there was nothing they could not achieve.
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As a Canadian, and as the son of immigrants, I am so
proud of the generosity and opportunity that Canada
represents. Here in Ontario, we have benefited immensely
from the contributions, as we’ve heard, from people of
Hungarian descent. As was mentioned, Ontario is home to
more than 163,000 people who have Hungarian ancestry
or were born here. This number represents businesses,
families and workers, those pursuing an education and
helping to build and improve our communities right across
this great province; tens of thousands of people creating
art, painting, writing, making music, sharing in their
traditions, including clothing, jewellery and embroidery—
and, of course, as my baggy suits can attest, delicious food.
Hungarians are a resilient, hard-working people, and
they are a strength in our communities and our province. I
believe it is time, colleagues, that we recognize this
officially by making the month of October Hungarian
Heritage Month. Ontarians of Hungarian descent are interwoven into Ontario’s history, identity and culture. I’m so
proud to be among them.
Remarks in Hungarian.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
Miss Monique Taylor: I am honoured to be able to rise
today in the House to speak on this bill. The passage of
this bill would proclaim October, annually, as Hungarian
Heritage Month.
There is a vibrant Hungarian community in Ontario,
and the recognition of this month would allow for the
opportunity to educate other Ontarians on the history and
accomplishments of Ontario’s Hungarian population. Today, Canada is home to 350,000 people of Hungarian and
Magyar descent, as well as Hungarian-speaking immigrants from other areas of Europe, including Transylvania.
Nearly half live in Ontario.
The first Hungarian society was established in Hamilton in 1907. The second was founded in Brantford in 1913
as a branch of the Hamilton association. I’ve had the
pleasure of meeting members from my riding who are
Hungarian, and of Hungarian descent.
I’ve had the privilege of getting to know the Lorincz
family, who have shared their culture with me, and I want
to take time to tell you about the Lorincz family. Marika
and Bela Lorincz immigrated to Canada in the early 1980s
from Romania, and are of Hungarian descent. In Romania,
they were pro folk dancers at the Székely folk Assamese
in Marosvásárhely, where they retired from. Folk dance is
a beautiful part of Hungarian culture and they excelled at
it as they toured the world.
Hungarian folk dance is preserved in Ontario today
through different schools. The Rozmaring Ensemble in
Hamilton was established in 2015 to preserve and share
Hungarian folk dance, song and tradition in Canada. They
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offer dance practices for youth and adults, and you can
check out their website for more information.
Once they came to Canada, Marika entered hospitality
and she served her community for over 30 years. Marika
and Bela also served as superintendents at an apartment
building here in Toronto. They have given so much to their
community over the years. Bela also wrote a book about
his life journey in dance and is an immaculately skilled
carver. He carved a monument that stands today in a
memorial park in Ottawa which commemorates the
anniversary of the 1956 revolution in Hungary.
I would like to read out the inscription on that monument, Speaker, because I think it is very powerful. It reads,
“May this monument be a lasting symbol of the gratitude
of Hungarian refugees who, having escaped after the
revolution in Hungary, were welcomed and provided a
safe haven to rebuild their lives in Canada.” The Hungarian Monument was unveiled on October 4, 2006.
Marika and Bela have so welcomingly invited me to
share in their family and their culture, particularly so much
with the Hungarian foods, as we’ve heard. I’ve had the
pleasure of trying Marika’s gulyás soups, paprikás, roasted
eggplant dips and, of course, lecsó schnitzel. It is the best
cutlet ever. If you have not had any Hungarian food,
members of this assembly, you have to try authentic
Hungarian food. You will definitely know that it is
fantastic and you are missing out if you have not had it.
I feel honoured to have met the Lorincz family and feel
humbled that they so graciously opened their home and
their culture to me, like many Hungarian families of that
same nature. Hungarian culture is rich and it is beautiful,
which is why I’m in full support of this bill. This month
presents a great opportunity for many people to learn about
their Hungarian neighbours’ history and culture.
I’m thankful that I’ve had the opportunity to learn from
my Hungarian community members in Hamilton Mountain, and I think the passage of this bill will allow others
to do the same. Thank you so much for the opportunity,
and congratulations on the bill.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French):
Further debate?
Mr. Will Bouma: I’m more than happy to briefly speak
to the proposed Bill 50, An Act to proclaim Hungarian
Heritage Month. I don’t think I can add a lot to what’s been
said already, but honestly, it’s worth repeating, because
it’s such a Canadian story.
Hungarian immigrants began to arrive in Ontario in the
early 20th century to work in Ontario’s steel industry, as
we’ve heard, and to help build the Welland Canal, which
we’ve also heard. We’ve also heard that the Hungarian
Self Culture Society of Welland celebrated its 100th
anniversary this year, and we celebrate with them.
Canada welcomed over 37,000 Hungarians following
the Hungarian uprising on October 23, 1956. They
escaped Communist tyranny, found refuge in Canada, and
once again made important contributions across Ontario,
including from the hundreds of young engineers from the
University of Sopron who helped to build the forestry
industry in northern Ontario.
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Thirty-three years later, Hungarians celebrated the
collapse of the oppressive Communist regime as Hungary
became an open, democratic parliamentary republic on
October 23, 1989. A referendum on joining the European
Union was held in Hungary on the 12th of April, 2003.
The proposal was approved by 83.8% of the voters.
Hungary subsequently joined the EU on the 1st of May,
2004.
As we’ve heard today, Canada is home to over 350,000
people of Hungarian descent, as well as Hungarianspeaking immigrants from neighbouring Croatia, the
Transylvania region of Romania and the Republic of
Serbia.
Nearly half make Ontario their home, and in my home
riding of Brantford–Brant, one of the best people I have
ever had the pleasure of meeting was John. John escaped
Hungary’s Communist government in 1956, and though
I’ve asked, he’s refused to share his experiences during
this time of his life. I can only imagine. I got to know John
because he’s always there when people need him, and he
is the exemplification of the freedom, generosity and love
that is known of the Hungarian people. Our country is
better because of the Hungarian influence in each and
every one of our towns and cities, and John Molnar shows
so much of that. I am looking forward to celebrating
Hungarian Heritage Month, if passed in this great House,
with him.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate?
Mr. Dave Smith: I’m pleased to speak to a private
member’s bill that would proclaim October as Hungarian
Heritage Month in Ontario. Hungarian Canadians have
made incredible contributions to every facet of life in this
province—to our economy, our culture and our political
system.
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Today, Ontario is home to over 165,000 people of
Hungarian descent. Hungarian Canadians have a strong
sense of community, and have always taken initiatives to
support the less fortunate. Hungarians were among the
first groups of immigrants to Ontario to establish mutual
aid societies in case of illness or death, before the introduction of formal social safety nets. They established
grocery stores, restaurants, steamship agencies and newspapers catering to the needs of their communities. In fact,
one of the first and largest Hungarian newspapers was first
published in Hamilton. They purchased homes and put
down roots here in Ontario. Hungarian Canadians were
loyal and appreciated what Canada offered them.
During the Second World War, more than 1,000
Hungarian-speaking persons enlisted in the Canadian
Armed Forces. To put that in perspective, the population
of Ontario is about 15 million; the population of Canada
at the time was significantly less, and yet 1,000
Hungarian-speaking individuals stepped up to support
Canada. Many more subscribed to war loans and supported the efforts of the Red Cross.
Canadians admired the courage of these people who
dared to defy the Soviet Union in 1956. Many of the
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Hungarian immigrants who arrived after the uprising were
highly educated and skilled. They included engineers,
physicians, surgeons, teachers, professors, nurses, architects and mechanics, and they went straight to work to
build Ontario to be better.
Their presence gave rise to an enriched cultural life in
Ontario, including professional actors, musicians and
dancers. These educated newcomers, with their political
experience and confidence, allowed them to quickly
assume positions of leadership.
The majority of Hungarian immigration occurred after
the Second World War, with the wave peaking after the
1956 Hungarian revolution against Communist rule.
Hungarians escaping Communist tyranny saw Canada as
a beacon of light and opportunity. They worked in the steel
industry and, as we’ve already heard, helped build the
Welland Canal. They also helped build the forestry industry in northern Ontario.
They have made remarkable contributions to a diverse
range of fields, including accounting, cinematography,
finance, government, music and the Ministry of Finance
here in Ontario. From Grammy and Juno award-winning
musician Alanis Morissette, to producer and Order of
Canada recipient Robert Lantos, Hungarian Canadians
have received national recognition for their work.
Hungarian traditions and values continue to enrich and
strengthen communities across this province, and by proclaiming the month of October as Hungarian Heritage
Month, the province of Ontario would officially recognize
the incredible and immeasurable contributions of Ontarians of Hungarian descent. It also acknowledges the importance of the acceptance of a Hungarian refugee to
Canada in 1956 as a turning point in our country. That
important event helped to shape our open and welcoming
immigration policies; it understood our respect for diversity, multiculturalism and inclusion.
Hungarian refugees escaped Communist tyranny,
settled in Canada and made, and continue to make, significant contributions to our country and our province. For
all of these reasons, I urge all of our MPPs to support this
bill that would proclaim October as Hungarian Heritage
Month.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Further debate? Further debate?
I will return to the member, who has the remaining time
on the clock plus the two minutes to reply.
Mr. Rudy Cuzzetto: Thank you to the Minister of
Finance and to my colleagues from Brantford–Brant,
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Peterborough–Kawartha, Niagara Centre and Hamilton
Mountain for all their thoughtful comments today. I’m
happy we’re able to end the fall session united in support
of this bill and others like it.
I was proud to speak in support of Bill 18, the Polish
Heritage Month Act, earlier this week, and I know my
friend the member from Richmond Hill had her Bill 9
passed earlier this week as well, the Non-Profit Sector
Appreciation Week Act, and, of course, yesterday, the
Emancipation Month Act. It’s true: These are symbolic
bills, but symbolism can be important. As the member
from Humber River–Black Creek said the other day, we
should “look forward to the day that every heritage is
recognized, whether it be a month, a week or even a single
day.”
Speaker, I’d like to thank the consul general of Hungary
in Toronto, Valér Palkovits, for his support and assistance
with the research and the drafting of this bill. I’m sorry he
wasn’t able to attend today due to COVID-19 protocols,
and I hope we’ll be able to welcome visitors here again
soon.
I would like to thank the Minister of Citizenship and
Multiculturalism and his team for their support through
this process, and I would like also to thank the legislative
counsel office for the assistance in drafting this bill.
In closing, Speaker, I just want to take a moment to
wish all the members and all our staff a very merry
Christmas, happy Hanukkah and Kwanzaa, and a happy
and healthy new year.
Köszönöm. Thank you.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): The
time provided for private members’ public business has
expired.
Mr. Cuzzetto has moved second reading of Bill 50, An
Act to proclaim Hungarian Heritage Month. Is it the
pleasure of the House that the motion carry? Carried.
Second reading agreed to.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French):
Which committee?
Mr. Rudy Cuzzetto: The Standing Committee on
Regulations and Private Bills.
The Acting Speaker (Ms. Jennifer K. French): Is the
majority in favour of this bill being referred to the Standing Committee on Regulations and Private Bills? Agreed.
All matters relating to private members’ public business having been completed, this House stands adjourned
until Tuesday, February 22, at 9 a.m.
The House adjourned at 1447.
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législative

Lanark—Frontenac—Kingston
Etobicoke—Lakeshore
Hamilton Centre / Hamilton-Centre
Leader, Official Opposition / Chef de l’opposition officielle
Scarborough—Guildwood
Dufferin—Caledon
Solicitor General / Solliciteure générale
Markham—Thornhill
Cambridge
Parkdale—High Park
Don Valley North / Don Valley-Nord
London North Centre / LondonCentre-Nord
Barrie—Innisfil
Deputy Government House Leader / Leader parlementaire adjointe
du gouvernement
Hastings—Lennox and Addington
Mississauga Centre / MississaugaCentre
King—Vaughan
Minister of Education / Ministre de l’Éducation
Kitchener Centre / Kitchener-Centre
Nepean
Minister of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries / ministre
des Industries du patrimoine, du sport, du tourisme et de la culture
Kiiwetinoong
Algoma—Manitoulin
Eglinton—Lawrence
Thornhill
Stormont—Dundas—South Glengarry
Burlington
Associate Minister of Children and Women’s Issues / Ministre
associée déléguée au dossier de l’Enfance et à la Condition féminine
Lambton—Kent—Middlesex
Minister of Labour, Training and Skills Development / Ministre du
Travail, de la Formation et du Développement des compétences
Parry Sound—Muskoka
Hamilton East—Stoney Creek /
Hamilton-Est–Stoney Creek
Scarborough Centre / ScarboroughCentre
Thunder Bay—Atikokan
Toronto Centre / Toronto-Centre

Member and Party /
Député(e) et parti
Mulroney, Hon. / L’hon. Caroline (PC)

Constituency /
Circonscription
York—Simcoe

Natyshak, Taras (NDP)
Nicholls, Rick (IND)

Essex
Chatham-Kent—Leamington

Oosterhoff, Sam (PC)
Pang, Billy (PC)
Park, Lindsey (IND)
Parsa, Michael (PC)

Niagara West / Niagara-Ouest
Markham—Unionville
Durham
Aurora—Oak Ridges—Richmond Hill Deputy Government House Leader / Leader parlementaire adjoint du
gouvernement
Perth—Wellington
Ajax
Minister of Long-Term Care / Ministre des Soins de longue durée
Northumberland—Peterborough South Minister of the Environment, Conservation and Parks / Ministre de
/ Northumberland—Peterborough-Sud l’Environnement, de la Protection de la nature et des Parcs
Humber River—Black Creek
Mississauga East—Cooksville /
Associate Minister of Digital Government / Ministre associé délégué
Mississauga-Est–Cooksville
de l’Action pour un gouvernement numérique
Kenora—Rainy River
Minister of Indigenous Affairs / Ministre des Affaires autochtones
Minister of Northern Development, Mines, Natural Resources and
Forestry / Ministre du Développement du Nord, des Mines, des
Richesses naturelles et des Forêts
Ottawa West—Nepean / OttawaOuest–Nepean
Sault Ste. Marie
Minister of Government and Consumer Services / Ministre des
Services gouvernementaux et des Services aux consommateurs
Mississauga—Erin Mills
Brampton West / Brampton-Ouest
Brampton South / Brampton-Sud
President of the Treasury Board / Président du Conseil du Trésor

Pettapiece, Randy (PC)
Phillips, Hon. / L’hon. Rod (PC)
Piccini, Hon. / L’hon. David (PC)
Rakocevic, Tom (NDP)
Rasheed, Hon. / L’hon. Kaleed (PC)
Rickford, Hon. / L’hon. Greg (PC)

Roberts, Jeremy (PC)
Romano, Hon. / L’hon. Ross (PC)
Sabawy, Sheref (PC)
Sandhu, Amarjot (PC)
Sarkaria, Hon. / L’hon. Prabmeet Singh
(PC)
Sattler, Peggy (NDP)
Schreiner, Mike (GRN)
Scott, Laurie (PC)
Shaw, Sandy (NDP)
Simard, Amanda (LIB)
Singh, Gurratan (NDP)
Singh, Sara (NDP)
Skelly, Donna (PC)
Smith, Dave (PC)
Smith, Hon. / L’hon. Todd (PC)
Stevens, Jennifer (Jennie) (NDP)
Stiles, Marit (NDP)
Surma, Hon. / L’hon. Kinga (PC)
Tabuns, Peter (NDP)
Tangri, Hon. / L’hon. Nina (PC)
Taylor, Monique (NDP)
Thanigasalam, Vijay (PC)
Thompson, Hon. / L’hon. Lisa M. (PC)
Tibollo, Hon. / L’hon. Michael A. (PC)
Triantafilopoulos, Effie J. (PC)
Vanthof, John (NDP)
Wai, Daisy (PC)
Walker, Bill (PC)

London West / London-Ouest

Other responsibilities /
Autres responsabilités
Minister of Francophone Affairs / Ministre des Affaires francophones
Minister of Transportation / Ministre des Transports
Chair of the Committee of the Whole House / Président du comité
plénier de l’Assemblée

Opposition House Leader / Leader parlementaire de l’opposition
officielle

Guelph
Haliburton—Kawartha Lakes—Brock
Hamilton West—Ancaster—Dundas /
Hamilton-Ouest—Ancaster—Dundas
Glengarry—Prescott—Russell
Brampton East / Brampton-Est
Deputy Opposition House Leader / Leader parlementaire adjoint de
l’opposition officielle
Brampton Centre / Brampton-Centre Deputy Leader, Official Opposition / Chef adjointe de l’opposition
officielle
Flamborough—Glanbrook
Peterborough—Kawartha
Bay of Quinte / Baie de Quinte
Minister of Energy / Ministre de l’Énergie
St. Catharines
Davenport
Etobicoke Centre / Etobicoke-Centre Minister of Infrastructure / Ministre de l’Infrastructure
Toronto—Danforth
Mississauga—Streetsville
Associate Minister of Small Business and Red Tape Reduction /
Ministre associée déléguée aux Petites Entreprises et à la Réduction
des formalités administratives
Hamilton Mountain
Scarborough—Rouge Park
Huron—Bruce
Minister of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs / Ministre de
l’Agriculture, de l’Alimentation et des Affaires rurales
Vaughan—Woodbridge
Associate Minister of Mental Health and Addictions / Ministre
associé délégué au dossier de la Santé mentale et de la Lutte contre
les dépendances
Oakville North—Burlington /
Oakville-Nord—Burlington
Timiskaming—Cochrane
Deputy Leader, Official Opposition / Chef adjoint de l’opposition
officielle
Richmond Hill
Bruce—Grey—Owen Sound
Deputy Speaker / Vice-président

Member and Party /
Député(e) et parti
West, Jamie (NDP)
Wilson, Jim (IND)
Wynne, Kathleen O. (LIB)
Yakabuski, John (PC)
Yarde, Kevin (NDP)
Yurek, Jeff (PC)
Vacant

Constituency /
Circonscription

Sudbury
Simcoe—Grey
Don Valley West / Don Valley-Ouest
Renfrew—Nipissing—Pembroke
Brampton North / Brampton-Nord
Elgin—Middlesex—London
Don Valley East / Don Valley-Est

Other responsibilities /
Autres responsabilités

STANDING AND SELECT COMMITTEES OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
COMITÉS PERMANENTS ET SPÉCIAUX DE L’ASSEMBLÉE LÉGISLATIVE
Standing Committee on Estimates / Comité permanent des
budgets des dépenses
Chair / Président: Peter Tabuns
Vice-Chair / Vice-président: Randy Pettapiece
Teresa J. Armstrong, Toby Barrett
Lorne Coe, Rudy Cuzzetto
Goldie Ghamari, Randy Hillier
Christina Maria Mitas, Judith Monteith-Farrell
Michael Parsa, Randy Pettapiece
Peter Tabuns
Committee Clerk / Greffière: Thushitha Kobikrishna
Standing Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs /
Comité permanent des finances et des affaires économiques
Chair / Président: Ernie Hardeman
Vice-Chair / Vice-président: Ian Arthur
Ian Arthur, Will Bouma
Stephen Crawford, Catherine Fife
Ernie Hardeman, Mitzie Hunter
Logan Kanapathi, Sol Mamakwa
Jeremy Roberts, Dave Smith
Vijay Thanigasalam
Committee Clerk / Greffier: Michael Bushara
Standing Committee on General Government / Comité
permanent des affaires gouvernementales
Chair / Président: Logan Kanapathi
Vice-Chair / Vice-président: Mike Schreiner
Jill Andrew, Robert Bailey
Will Bouma, Guy Bourgouin
Chris Glover, Mike Harris
Logan Kanapathi, Sheref Sabawy
Amarjot Sandhu, Mike Schreiner
Daisy Wai
Committee Clerk / Greffier: Isaiah Thorning
Standing Committee on Government Agencies / Comité
permanent des organismes gouvernementaux
Chair / Président: Gilles Bisson
Vice-Chair / Vice-président: Aris Babikian
Deepak Anand, Aris Babikian
Gilles Bisson, Lorne Coe
Wayne Gates, Robin Martin
Norman Miller, Billy Pang
Amanda Simard, Marit Stiles
John Yakabuski
Committee Clerk / Greffière: Tanzima Khan
Standing Committee on Justice Policy / Comité permanent de
la justice
Chair / Président: Daryl Kramp
Vice-Chair / Vice-présidente: Lucille Collard
Lucille Collard, Christine Hogarth
Daryl Kramp, Natalia Kusendova
Jim McDonell, Suze Morrison
Randy Pettapiece, Gurratan Singh
Donna Skelly, Effie J. Triantafilopoulos
Kevin Yarde
Committee Clerk / Greffière: Thushitha Kobikrishna

Standing Committee on the Legislative Assembly / Comité
permanent de l'Assemblée législative
Chair / Présidente: Laurie Scott
Vice-Chair / Vice-présidente: France Gélinas
Rima Berns-McGown, France Gélinas
Goldie Ghamari, Faisal Hassan
Jim McDonell, Sam Oosterhoff
Laurie Scott, Vijay Thanigasalam
Jeff Yurek
Committee Clerk / Greffière: Valerie Quioc Lim
Standing Committee on Public Accounts / Comité permanent
des comptes publics
Chair / Président: Taras Natyshak
Vice-Chair / Vice-présidente: Christine Hogarth
Deepak Anand, Toby Barrett
Jessica Bell, Stephen Blais
Stephen Crawford, Rudy Cuzzetto
Christine Hogarth, Michael Mantha
Taras Natyshak, Michael Parsa
Amarjot Sandhu
Committee Clerk / Greffier: Christopher Tyrell
Standing Committee on Regulations and Private Bills / Comité
permanent des règlements et des projets de loi d'intérêt privé
Chair / Président: Aris Babikian
Vice-Chair / Vice-président: John Fraser
Aris Babikian, Lorne Coe
John Fraser, Vincent Ke
Laura Mae Lindo, Paul Miller
Billy Pang, Jeremy Roberts
Dave Smith, Daisy Wai
Jamie West
Committee Clerk / Greffier: Isaiah Thorning
Standing Committee on Social Policy / Comité permanent de
la politique sociale
Chair / Présidente: Natalia Kusendova
Vice-Chair / Vice-présidente: Bhutila Karpoche
Aris Babikian, Jeff Burch
Amy Fee, Michael Gravelle
Joel Harden, Mike Harris
Bhutila Karpoche, Natalia Kusendova
Robin Martin, Effie J. Triantafilopoulos
Jeff Yurek
Committee Clerk / Greffière: Tanzima Khan
Select Committee on Emergency Management Oversight /
Comité spécial de la surveillance de la gestion des situations
d’urgence
Chair / Président: Daryl Kramp
Vice-Chair / Vice-président: Tom Rakocevic
Robert Bailey, Gilles Bisson
John Fraser, Christine Hogarth
Daryl Kramp, Robin Martin
Sam Oosterhoff, Tom Rakocevic
Donna Skelly, Sara Singh
Effie J. Triantafilopoulos
Committee Clerk / Greffier: Christopher Tyrell

